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Supplementary Figures

Effector diversification within compartments of the Leptosphaeria maculans 

genome affected by repeat induced point mutations



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure S1. Strategies to validate and improve the Leptosphaeria maculans genome 
assembly. The example of hybridisations of chromosomal DNA of isolate v23.1.3 separated by Contour-Clamped 
Homogeneous Field (CHEF) analysis with SuperContig (SC)-specific single copy probes. a, Schematic 
representation of chromosomes and corresponding SCs based on a composite of gels run under various 
conditions that resolved DNA in different size ranges, and Southern blotting with single-copy probes. Hashed 
bands represent multiple chromosomes whilst black bands represent single chromosomes. b, Chromosomal DNA 
resolved on 0.85% low-melting agarose in 0.5 X TBE; 3V/cm (100V); switching times: 500 sec for 70h followed by 
420 sec for 48 h. Note that chromosomes above 3 Mb correspond to a compression zone and are usually difficult 
to separate by CHEF electrophoresis. Hw, Hansenula wingei chromosomes as molecular size markers c, L. 
maculans karyotype as generated by the combination of hybridisation, genetic mapping, telomere annotation and 
mesosynteny; in c, + between SCs indicates SCs joined to make up a chromosome. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary Figure S2. Mesosynteny analyses to validate the Leptosphaeria maculans genome 
assembly by comparison to the closely related Dothideomycete, Phaeosphaeria nodorum. a, A 
MUMMER-generated dotplot comparing SuperContigs/Scaffolds (SCs) 1-40 from L. maculans (x-axis) and 
SCs 1-109 from P. nodorum (y-axis). Dots represent matching regions (similar to the lines in b), between 
translated SC sequences. Presented as a dotplot, mesosyntenic regions appear as rectangular 'blocks' 
comprised of many dots (eg.  red circle). b, SC4 of L. maculans and SC11 of P. nodorum share multiple 
regions of similarity. Lines drawn between the sequence pair represent regions matching by tBLASTx with 
>75% identity over >500 bp length. Red lines indicate matches in the same orientation, whereas blue lines are 
matches in opposing orientations. In b, black boxes along SCs indicate transposable element-rich genomic 
regions.
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Supplementary Figure S3. Relationship between size of SuperContigs of Leptosphaeria maculans and 
their content of AT-rich regions or transposable elements. This analysis excludes SuperContigs (SCs) 
only made of one AT-rich region and SCs corresponding to extra-chromosomal DNA. a, Relationship between 
size of SCs and the number of transposable element (TE) copies they host; b, Relationship between size of 
SuperContigs and their content in AT-rich genomic regions. 
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Supplementary Figure S4. Analysis of the Repeat-Induced Point mutation degeneracy gradient at the 
borders and within AT-rich genomic regions. The example of AT-block 02 in SuperContig 0, sized 7 kb, 
including 2.5 kb of flanking GC-equilibrated genomic region. a. a snapshot of the Leptosphaeria maculans 
Gbrowser indicating automated EuGene gene prediction along with best blast hit of predicted genes with 
those of Phaeosphaeria nodorum isolate SN15 and other fungal proteins. b. a synthetic representation of 
genes occurring in the region following manual reannotation. Color code as follows: green, transposable 
elements; orange, Small-Secreted Protein-encoding gene present in the AT-block; purple, other protein-
encoding genes present in the AT-block; red, protein-encoding genes present in GC-block. The red 
arrowheads point to regions of the genes with altered Repeat induced Point (RIP) mutation indices. c. 
Analyses of RIP indices TpA/ApT (blue line) and CpA+TpG/ApC+GpT (red line) computed on a 300-bp sliding 
window.  
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Supplementary Figure S5. An example of Repeat-Induced Point mutation degeneracy in the 
DTM_Sahana transposable element family. DTM_Sahana is a transposable element (TE) characterized by 
its common occurrence as a single TE inserted within GC-equilibrated, gene-rich genomic regions. a, Multiple 
alignment of genome regions corresponding to repeat units of the DTM_Sahana family. Polymorphic 
nucleotides are coloured as a function of the type of Repeat-induced Point (RIP) mutation observed with 
black, invariant nucleotide, red, CpA  TpA or TpG  TpA mutations; dark blue, CpC  TpC or GpG 
 GpA mutations; pale blue, CpT  TpT or ApG  ApA mutations; green, CpG  TpG or CpG  
CpA mutations. b, RIP mutation frequency graph corresponding to the alignment directly above in a, and 
colour-coded as in a. 
 
 



 

 

 
Supplementary Figure S6. Transposable element distribution along the main SuperContigs of the 
Leptosphaeria maculans genome, and general features of SuperContigs. Transposable element density 
is drawn in green and gene density is in blue. Genomic regions with a high density of TEs correspond to AT-
blocks, and regions with a high gene density correspond to GC-blocks. 
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Supplementary Figure S7. Comparisons of recombination frequencies between contrasting genomic 
regions in Leptosphaeria maculans and relationship between physical and genetic distances. Data are 
micro-or minisatellites distributed along 7 SuperContigs (SCs) and include 41 pairs of markers located within 
the same GC-equilibrated genomic region (dark blue squares in b) and 21 pairs of markers located on both 
sides of one AT-rich region (pink empty squares in b). a. Recombination frequencies per 100 kb between 
successive markers located within the same GC-equilibrated genomic region (intra GC) or spanning one AT-
rich region (inter GC). b. Relationship between physical and genetic distances. Plain line, linear regression 
curve for GC-located marker pairs; dotted line, linear regression curve for marker pairs spanning AT-blocks. 
 
 
 

 



 
 

 
Supplementary Figure S8. Schematic representation of four telomeres in Leptosphaeria maculans. 
Telomeres typically encompass (i) TTAGGGn (represented as black circles; e.g., TTAGGG28 in the case 
of the 5’ telomere of SuperContig (SC) 11) or related tandem repeats (represented as empty squares), (ii) 
one or two copies of RPP_Circe, a Telomere Associated Athena Retrotransposon (TAAR; green arrows), 
usually in the most distal part of the telomere, (iii) an ill-defined repeat, termed Unclassified Telomere 
Linked Repeat (UTLR, blue box), made up of numerous large tandem repeats and putative remnants of a 
helicase domain, and (iv) numerous copies of a RecQ Telomere Linked Helicase (RTLH, pink arrows). 
Non telomere-specific TEs may be interspersed with telomere-specific repeats and are represented as 
yellow arrows. Note that all components of the telomeres depicted are severely degenerated by RIP and 
many TAAR and RTLH are truncated to various extents. The slash marks in the 5’ telomere of SC21 
represent gaps in the assembly. 
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Supplementary Figure S9. Size distribution of AT-rich genomic regions in the final assembly. Four 
hundred and thirteen AT-blocks were identified from the SuperContig sequences and their size distribution 
plotted using 5000 bp windows. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Supplementary Figure S10. RIPCAL analysis of the rDNA repeats of Leptosphaeria maculans. a. Schematic 
representation of the rDNA repeat unit including size of the different parts and of the occasionally inserted sequences. 
b Multiple alignments of the genomic regions corresponding to the rDNA repeat unit and the SuperContig (SC) on 
which they are located. Repeat-induced Point (RIP) mutations (against the alignment consensus) are indicated by 
colour with black, invariant nucleotide; red, CpA  TpA or TpG  TpA mutations; dark blue, CpC  TpC or 
GpG  GpA mutations; pale blue, CpT  TpT or ApG  ApA mutations; green, CpG  TpG or CpG  
CpA mutations. c, RIP mutation frequency graph corresponding to the alignment directly above in b and colour-coded 
as in b. d, Identification of the different components of the rDNA unit with a 7-kb insertion of the degenerated LINE 
element within the 3’ end of the 28S gene. 
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Supplementary Figure S11. Comparative Gene Ontology analysis of genes occurring in GC- and AT-
blocks of the Leptosphaeria maculans genome. 5528 proteins (44.3% of the sequences) of the whole-genome 
set and 177 (35.5% of the sequences) of the AT-block set were annotated using Blast2GO and compared for 
Gene Ontology (GO) term occurrence, expressed as a percent of occurrence within the set. A figure is provided 
for each main branches of the GO: a, Biological Process; b, Cellular Component; c, Molecular Function. Blue 
bars, occurrence within the whole genome; purple bars, occurrence within AT-blocks. Note that the scale differs 
between each panel.
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Supplementary Figure S12. Genomic location of putative effector genes along chromosomes of 
Leptosphaeria maculans: the example of SuperContig 0. Upper panel, location of genes encoding Small-
Secreted Proteins (SSPs) along SuperContig (SC)0 with blue arrows, SSP-encoding genes in AT-blocks; red 
arrows, SSP-encoding genes in GC-blocks. Lower panel, GC content variation along SC0 defining the typical L. 
maculans genome isochore-like structure, and location of genes encoding for Non-ribosomal Peptide Synthases 
(NPS) and Polyketide Synthases (PKS).  
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Supplementary Figure S13. Relationship between transposable elements and Small Secreted Protein-
encoding genes in the Leptosphaeria maculans genome. Diamonds, retrotransposons; triangles, DNA 
transposons. Large-sized diamonds and triangles indicate those elements that are significantly over-represented 
(red) or under represented (green) in the immediate vicinity of Small Secreted Protein (SSP)-encoding genes, 
according to a Chi-squared test for given probabilities. Black diamonds and triangles correspond to transposable 
elements (TE) families which are not significantly over-represented in the vicinity of SSP-encoding genes. 
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Supplementary Figure S14. Q-RT-PCR analysis of in planta expression of selected Small Secreted Protein-
encoding genes as a function of their genomic environment. a. Blue curves: Small Secreted Protein-encoding genes 
(SSPs) in GC-equilibrated genomic regions; b. red curves: SSPs in AT-rich regions; c. green curves: SSPs located at the 
border between GC- and AT- blocks. Gene expression levels are relative to β−tubulin. Each data point is the average of 
three biological repeats (three extractions from different biological material) and two technical repeats. Standard error of 
the Mean Normalized Expression level is indicated by error bars.
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Supplementary Figure S15. Box plot representation of the TpA/ApT RIP indices in four sets of genes. The 
four sets of genes are as follows: Small secreted protein (SSP)-encoding genes in GC-blocks (529 genes: SSP in 
GC); SSP-encoding genes within AT-blocks (57 predicted genes, SSP in AT); genes encoding other proteins 
(non-SSPs) in AT-blocks (498 genes, non-SSP in AT); and genes encoding other proteins in GC-blocks (11,394 
genes) (non-SSP in GC). The red line represents the median value; the box includes values between the first and 
the third quartile of the distribution; squares and circles, 1st and 9th decile, respectively. 
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Supplementary Table S1. Taxa and sequences used in phylogenetic analyses 
 
Taxon SSU a LSU a RPB1 a RPB2 a TEF1 a 

Ascochyta pisi DQ678018  DQ678070  DQ677967 DQ677913 
Ajellomyces capsulatum Genome Genome Genome Genome Genome 
Alternaria alternata DQ678031 DQ678082  DQ677980 DQ677927 
Arthrobotrys elegans FJ176810 FJ176864  FJ238349 FJ238395 
Botryosphaeria dothidea   DQ677998 DQ678051 EU186063 DQ677944 DQ767637 
Botryotinia fuckeliana AY544695 AY544651 DQ471116 DQ247786 DQ471045 
Cladosporium cladosporioides DQ678004 DQ678057 GU357790 DQ677952 DQ677898 
Cladosporium herbarum DQ678022 DQ678074 GU357793 DQ677971 DQ677918 
Coccidioides immitis Genome Genome Genome Genome Genome 
Cochliobolus_heterostrophus  AY544727 AY544645   AY544737 DQ247790 
Conidioxyphium gardeniorum GU296143 GU301807 GU357774 GU371743 GU349054 
Corynespora cassiicola GU296144 GU301808 GU357772 GU371742 GU349052 
Debaryomyces hansenii DHA508273 AF485980 XM_456921 CR382139 Genome 
Geoglossum nigritum AY544694 AY544650 DQ471115 DQ470879 DQ471044 
Hypocrea lutea AF543768 AF543791 AY489662 DQ522446 AF543781 
Hysterobrevium smilacis FJ161135 FJ161174 GU357806 FJ161114 FJ161091 
Icmadophila ericetorum DQ883704 DQ883694 DQ883723 DQ883711 DQ883730 
Leotia lubrica AY544687 AY544644 DQ471113 DQ470876 DQ471041 
Leptosphaeria maculans DQ470993 DQ470946 DQ471136 DQ470894 DQ471062 
Magnaporthe grisea AB026819 AB026819 Genome Genome Genome 
Mycosphaerella fijiensis 
(anamorph Pseudocercospora 
fijiensis) 

DQ767652 DQ678098 Genome DQ677993   

Mycosphaerella graminicola DQ678033 DQ678084 Genome DQ677982   
Mycosphaerella punctiformis 
(anamorph Ramularia 
endophylla) 

DQ471017 DQ470968 DQ471165 DQ470920 DQ471092 

Nectria cinnabarina U32412 U00748 AY489666 DQ522456 AF543785 
Neurospora crassa X04971  AF286411  Genome Genome Genome 
Orbilia vinosa DQ471000 DQ470952 DQ471145  DQ471071 
Peltigera degenii AY584681 AY584657 DQ782826 AY584688 DQ782897 
Peziza vesiculosa DQ470995 DQ470948 DQ471140 DQ470898 DQ471066 
Phaeosphaeria ammophilae GU296185 GU301859 GU357746 GU371724 GU349035 
Phaeosphaeria nodorum Genome Genome Genome Genome Genome 
Phoma exigua EU754084 EU754183 GU357813 GU371780 GU349080 
Phoma herbarum DQ678014 DQ678066 GU357792 DQ677962 DQ677909 
Pyrenophora tritici-repentis  AY544672 Genome Genome DQ677882 
Pyronema domesticum DQ247813 DQ247805  DQ471166 DQ247795 DQ471093 
Roccellographa cretacea DQ883705 DQ883696  DQ883713 DQ883733 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae SCYLR154C SCYLR154
C X96876 SCYOR15

1C Genome 

Schismatomma decolorans AY548809 AY548815  DQ883715 DQ883725 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe X54866 Z19136 X56564 D13337 Genome 
Sydowia polyspora DQ678005 DQ678058 GU357791 DQ677953 DQ677899 
Teratosphaeria associata GU296200 GU301874 GU357744 GU371723 GU349025 
a SSU, small subunit of the nuclear ribosomal RNA gene; LSU, large subunit of the nuclear ribosomal RNA gene; 
RPB1 and RPB2, first and second largest subunits of RNA polymerase II, respectively; TEF1, translation 
elongation factor-1 alpha. When individual sequences are deposited in databases, their GenBank accession 
number is indicated
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Supplementary Table S2. Characteristics of the main SuperContigs of the Leptosphaeria maculans genome 
and their reassembly into complete chromosomes using a combination of approaches 

 
Namea  Size (bp) GC% N %b Telomere 

5' size (kb) 
Telomere 

3' size (kb) 
Validation of 

assembly 
Validation of 

linkage to 
another SC 

Assembled 
chromosome 

(Mb) 

Linked 
with 

Comments 

Chromosomes 

SC0 4,258,568 45.70 0.99 43 61 Mesosynteny 
Telomeres 

Genetic map 
Hybridization 

 4.26  Complete 
chromosome 

SC1 3,378,610 45.30 3.50 23 20 Mesosynteny 
Telomeres 

Genetic map 
Hybridization 

 3.38  Complete 
chromosome 

SC2 2,939,989 45.00 4.75 76 none Mesosynteny 
Genetic map 

Presence 
rDNA 

Hybridization 

>3.43 SC19? 

SC19 1,186,800 43.20 1.76 none none  Presence 
rDNA 

Hybridization 

>3.43 SC2? 

Each SC 
hybridises to a 
band sized > 3.43 
Mb, which may 
comprise a single 
chromosome sized 
4.87 Mb or two 
chromosomes 
sized > 3.43Mb. 
The exact size is 
difficult to establish 
due to the lack of 
one telomere and 
presence of rDNA 
repeats in small 
SCs 

SC3 2,348,246 42.30 2.00 14 13 Mesosynteny 
Genetic map 

SC31 

SC31 143,268 44.20 0.20 16 none 

Mesosynteny 
Genetic map 
Hybridization  

2.49 

SC3 

 

SC4 1,918,205 46.60 0.59 30 19 Telomeres 
Hybridization 
Mesosynteny 
Genetic map 

 1.92  Complete 
chromosome 

SC5 1,869,450 47.20 0.52 26 36 Telomeres 
Hybridization 
Mesosynteny 
Genetic map 

 

 1.87  Complete 
chromosome 

SC6 1,888,674 42.80 2.46 32 none SC29 
and 

SC11 
SC29 200,940 33.60 5.98 none none 

Linkage 
between 
SC6 and 

SC11 
validated by 

RFLP 
hybridization 

SC6 
and 

SC11 

SC11 1,590,160 42.70 0.45 78 13 

Sequencing 
of a large 
genomic 

region with 
finishing13 

 

2.60 

SC6 
and 

SC29 

Reassembled 
chromosome is 1.1 
Mb larger than 
expected (CHEF 
gel estimate). 
Comparisons 
between ptrevious 
sequence data and 
the reassembly 
suggest SC11 is a 
chimera of which 1 
Mb is part of other 
uncharacterised 
chromosome(s).  
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Namea  Size (bp) GC% N %b Telomere 

5' size (kb) 
Telomere 

3' size (kb) 
Validation of 

assembly 
Validation of 

linkage to 
another SC 

Assembled 
chromosome 

(Mb) 

Linked 
with 

Comments 

SC7 1,769,547 46.00 0.32 7.5 9.9 Telomeres 
Mesosynteny 
Genetic map 
Hybridization 

 1.77  Complete 
chromosome 

SC8 1,809,296 46.10 2.75 36 none Mesosynteny 
Genetic map 

 

Hybridization > 3.6 SC10 

SC10 1,758,670 40.20 9.47 none none    SC8 

One telomere 
missing. Size 
consistent with lack 
of resolution of 
chromosomal DNA 
> 3.6 Mb in CHEF 
gels 

SC9 1,772,623 45.10 0.81 93 68 Telomeres 
Mesosynteny 
Genetic map 
Hybridization 

 1.77  Complete 
chromosome 

SC12 1,631,710 43.70 3.23 2 42 Hybridization SC15 
SC32? 

Dubious 
reassembly, so 
uncertain 

SC15 1,560,629 43.70 2.62 none none  SC12 
and 
SC 
32? 

 

SC32 87,679 37.50 0.00 40 none 

Genetic map 
Mesosynteny 

 

4.10 

SC12 
and 

SC15? 

 

SC13 1,634,580 43.90 3.67 none 11 Hybridization 
to one 

chromosome 
sized > 3Mb 

One 
telomeric 

end missing. 
No genetic 

map 
evidence 

> 1.6 ? Unassembled SC 

SC14 1,533,332 47.40 0.44 44 19 Telomeres 
Hybridization 

 1.50  Complete 
chromosome 

SC16 1,397,653 44.30 0.15 52 38 Telomeres 
Mesosynteny 
Hybridization 

 1.40  Complete 
chromosome 

SC17 1,445,693 43.70 5.05 none none Mesosynteny  >1.44  Lack of telomeres. 
Unassembled SC 

SC18 1,351,976 44.70 0.89 29 85.5 Telomeres 
 
Mesosynteny 1.35  Complete 

chromosome 
SC20 1,087,932 44.60 0.47 57 none Mesosynteny 

Hybridization 
SC21 

and 
SC23 

Complete 
chromosome 
comprising SC20, 
SC21 and SC23 

SC21 1,020,521 44.40 2.33 57 none  SC20 
and 

SC23 

 

SC23 521,426 45.20 0.74 none none 

Genetic map 

 

3.30 

SC20 
and 

SC21 

 

SC22 731,443 35.30 0.12 none 15.5 Hybridization  0.84  Lacks one 
telomere but size 
almost that of 
smallest 
chromosomal 
band.  
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Namea  Size (bp) GC% N %b Telomere 
5' size (kb) 

Telomere 
3' size (kb) 

Validation of 
assembly 

Validation of 
linkage to 

another SC 

Assembled 
chromosome 

(Mb) 

Linked 
with 

Comments 

Unassembled telomeric 
sequences 

       

SC24 475,869 44.50 0.37 none 51kb      
SC25 318,058 46.80 0.60 none 5.8kb      
SC26 261,540 45.80 0.29 32kb none      

SC39 22,454         Telomeric repeats 
only 

SC43 10,063         Telomeric repeats 
only 

SC45 9396         Telomeric repeats 
only 

SC53 7218         Telomeric repeats 
only 

SC57 6329         Telomeric repeats 
only 

SC64 5236         Telomeric repeats 
only 

Unassembled rDNA sequences        
SC27 250,629 28.12 21.1       RIPped rDNA 

copies 
SC28 236,098 28.90 18.0       RIPped rDNA 

copies 
SC33 65,326 33.80 1.57       RIPped rDNA 

copies 
SC34 58,596         RIPped rDNA 

copies 
SC35 79,158         RIPped rDNA 

copies 
SC37 52,193         RIPped rDNA 

copies 
SC74 3630         RIPped rDNA 

copies 
SC75 491         RIPped rDNA 

copies 
           
Non chromosomal DNA        
SC30 154863 30.00 0.09       Mitochondrial DNA 
SC50 7683         Linear plasmid 

pLm10 
SC52 7314         Linear plasmid 

pLm9 
SC60 6199         Linear plasmid 
SC70 4475         Linear plasmid 

a SC, SuperContig; In the sequence databases, ‘SCx’ is referred to as ‘lm_SuperContig_x_v2’ 
b Percentage of unresolved bases (N) in the SC 
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Supplementary Table S3. Gene model statistics for the Leptosphaeria maculans genome  

 All 
predictions 

“Reliable” 
predictionsa  

“Less reliable” 
predictions a 

Number of genes 12469 11561 908 
Gene length median (bp) 1162 1254 250 
Gene length mean (bp) 1323 1535 312 
Coding gene length median (bp) 1002 1083 180 
Exon length median (bp) 214 229 89 
Intron length median (bp) 63 63 113 
Gene with introns (%) 76 77 63 
Introns/gene average 1.8 1.9 0.8 
Density of genes (nb of 
genes/kb) 

0.28 - - 
a “Reliable” predictions correspond to those whose coding sequence is > 300 nt or less than 300 nt 
with EST, domain and/or motif associated with the prediction; “less reliable” corresponds to coding 
sequences < 300 nt and without EST, domain, or motif support 
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Supplementary Table S4. Automated functional annotation of Leptosphaeria maculans genes 
 
Programs No of 

domains/motifs 
No of genes 

with domain/motif 
  Total % genes 
InterPro entry 34,387 6577 52.75 
Superfamily 7330 4990 40.02 
HMMPfam 9145 5959 47.79 
HMMPanther 8212 5051 40.51 
HMMSmart 3791 1712 13.73 
HMMPIR 383 382 3.06 
HMMTigr 861 710 5.69 
PatternScan 2546 1936 15.53 
BlastProDom 208 163 1.31 
ProfileScan 3663 2165 17.36 
FPrintScan 6021 1199 9.62 
Gene3D 5325 3737 29.97 
Seg 26,243 8410 67.45 
Coil 2888 1770 14.20 
SignalPHMM 2400 2399 19.24 
TMHMM 8892 2111 16.93 
Genes with at least one 
domain/motif identified 78,610 10,434 84.73 
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Supplementary Table S5. Comparative analyses of intergenic distances between Leptosphaeria 
maculans and the closely-related Dothideomycete, Phaeosphaeria nodorum. 

 

     Intergenic distance (bp) a   
 L. maculans L. maculans P. nodorum 
 AT-blocks GC-blocks whole genome 
    
TYPE A: two genes in the same  
orientation, ie. ---->    ---->  
Mean 6006.83 1197.15 1854.98 
Median 2489 990 1083 
Count 344 3495 5119 
    
TYPE B: two genes in the opposite  
orientation, meeting at terminators, 
 ie. ---->    <----- 
Mean 4731.03 910.37 1577.96 
Median 2006 670 670.5 
Count 172 2623 2758 
    
TYPE C: two genes in the opposite  
orientation, meeting at promoters, 
 ie. <-----    ---->  
Mean 5874.63 997.26 1512.43 
Median 1991 781 970 
Count 180 2599 2789 
    
 
a Genes separated by gaps in the assembly were not analysed  
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Supplementary Table S6. Orthologues of the Neurospora crassa factors necessary for gene 
silencing18 identified in the genome of Leptosphaeria maculans 
  
 Function L. maculans a N. crassa a 

RIPb    

RID  Putative DMT, essential for RIP and 
MIP 

Lema_P040230.1 NCU02034.3 

Dim-5 H3 3mK9 HMT essential for RIP  Lema_P050470.1  NCU04402.3 

Quelling    

QDE-1 RdRP, essential for quelling Lema_P088990.1  NCU07534.3 

QDE-2 Argonaute-like protein, essential for 
quelling 

Lema_P015760.1  NCU04730.3 

QDE-3 RecQ helicase, essential for quelling Lema_P098920.1  NCU08598.3 

DCL1 Dicer-like protein, involved in quelling Lema_P036310.1  NCU08270.3 

DCL2 Dicer-like protein involved in quelling Lema_P041660.1  NCU06766.3 

QIP Putative exonuclease protein, 
involved in quelling 

Lema_P099110.1  NCU00076.3 

MSUD    

SAD-1 RdRP essential for MSUD Lema_P117350.1 NCU02178.3 

SAD-2 Essential for MSUD None NCU04294.3 

DNA methylation    

Dim-2 De novo CpN DMT / maintenance 
CpG DMT 

Lema_P122420.1 NCU02247.3 

HP1 Heterochromatin factor, essential for 
CpN methylation 

Lema_P110410.1 NCU04017.3 

Chromatin remodelling factors   

HDA6 Histone deacetylase involved in CpG 
methylation 

Lema_P067960.1  NCU00824.3 

SIR2 NAD-dependant histone deacetylase 
involved in TGS 

Lema_P055610.1  NCU04737.3 

DDM1 SW12 / SNF2-like protein involved in 
CpN methylation 

Lema_P071270.1 NCU03875.3 

a GenBank accession number for N. crassa genes and ID of their genome orthologue in L. maculans. 

b Abbreviations: MIP, Methylation Induced Premeiotically; RIP, Repeat Induced Point mutation; MSUD, 

Meiotic Silencing of Unpaired DNA; DMT: DNA Methyltransferase, HMT: Histone Methyltransferase, 

RdRP : RNA dependent RNA polymerase, TGS: transcriptional gene silencing. 
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Supplementary Table S7. Occurrence of AT-blocks in SuperContigs and size of the borders 
between AT-rich and GC-equilibrated genomic regions  
 

SuperContig a Size (bp) 

Number of 
AT-rich 
regions  

Total size of 
AT-rich 

regions in 
the SC (bp) 

SC 
coverage 

(%) 
Left border 

size (bp)  

Right 
border size 

(bp)  
SC0 4,258,568 37 1,359,311 31.9 1087 1065 
SC1 3,378,610 25 907,840 26.9 750 1036 
SC2 2,939,989 21 799,223 27.2 680 674 
SC3 2,348,246 23 1,122,437 47.8 1530 879 
SC4 1,918,205 18 535,669 27.9 1316 1430 
SC5 1,869,450 15 484,191 25.9 1160 1282 
SC6 1,888,674 17 839,691 44.4 973 863 
SC7 1,769,547 21 532,220 30.1 528 567 
SC8 1,809,296 22 437,727 24.2 1113 945 
SC9 1,772,623 14 610,287 34.4 750 946 
SC10 1,758,670 14 789,897 44.9 740 960 
SC11 1,590,160 14 783,033 49.2 1046 1191 
SC12 1,631,710 13 630,489 38.6 1686 1076 
SC13 1,634,580 11 551,321 33.7 750 889 
SC14 1,533,332 16 377,531 24.6 1161 855 
SC15 1,560,629 18 586,220 37.6 705 807 
SC16 1,397,653 10 569,872 40.8 893 939 
SC17 1,445,693 17 449,508 31.1 643 444 
SC18 1,351,976 9 527,452 39.0 890 790 
SC19 1,186,800 16 510,070 43.0 708 809 
SC20 1,087,932 6 462,635 42.5 1491 1998 
SC21 1,020,521 14 359,320 35.2 617 744 
SC22 731,443 9 676,652 92.5 702 783 
SC23 521,426 5 177,245 34.0 517 766 
SC24 475,869 6 198,348 41.7 913 756 
SC25 318,058 3 73,603 23.1 299 673 
SC26 261,540 5 86,848 33.2 654 615 
SC29 200,940 3 189,534 94.3 999 2239 
SC31 143,268 3 59,241 41.3 771 423 
SC32 87,679 4 73,636 84.0 402 356 
SC39 22,454 2 10,513 46.8 252 310 
SC45 9396 2 5958 63.4 256 301 
Total/average 43,924,937 413 15,777,522 35.9 843.2 887.8 
 
a Excluding SuperContigs (SCs) only made of one AT-rich region and SCs corresponding to extra-
chromosomal DNA; note that in the sequence databases, ‘SCx’ is referred to as 
‘lm_SuperContig_x_v2’ 
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Supplementary Table S8. A data matrix of individual nesting of Transposable Elements in the Leptosphaeria maculans genome 

 

  Invader   

 
RLC_ 
Pholy 

RLG_ 
Olly 

RLG_ 
Polly 

RLG_ 
Rolly 

DTF_ 
Elwe 

RLx_ 
Ayoly 

DTM_ 
Sahana 

DTx_ 
Gimli 

DTM_ 
Lenwe 

RLx_ 
Jolly 

RLC_ 
Zolly-2 

RLG_ 
Dolly 

DTM_ 
Ingwe 

RLC_ 
Zolly-1 

DTT_ 
Finwe-
1&-2 

RLG_ 
Brawly 

TOTAL 
invaded 

Invaded/ 
invader 

Invaded                     
RLC_Pholy 12 * a 26 46 24 3 1 0 1 0 8 0 4 0 0 0 2 127 0.76 
RLG_Olly 32 21 35 18 1 1 0 1 0 7 0 2 0 0 0 1 119 0.92 
RLG_Polly 42 22 12 * 22 1 0 0 0 0 5 0 3 0 0 0 0 107 0.63 
RLG_Rolly 26 17 19 3 * 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 1 0 0 72 0.86 
DTF_Elwe 13 * 21 * 21 * 2 2 3 * 0 0 0 6 * 0 2 * 0 0 0 0 70 7.00 
RLx_Ayoly 20 * 1 12 10 * 1 0 1 * 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 48 8.00 
DTM_Sahana 5 8 10 5 2 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 31 10.33 
DTx_Gimli 2 2 2 0 0 1 * 0 2 * 0 1 0 3 * 0 0 0 0 13 1.86 
DTM_Lenwe 2 * 1 5 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 * 0 0 0 0 9 n/a 
RLx_Jolly 2 * 0 1 0 0 0 2 * 0 0 1 * 0 1 * 1 0 0 0 8 0.24 
RLC_Zolly-2 3 * 1 3 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 n/a 
RLG_Dolly 3 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 0.32 
DTM_Ingwe 3 * 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 6.00 
RLC_Zolly-1 0 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4.00 
DTT_Finwe-1 
&-2 1 4 * 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 n/a 
RLG_Brawly 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0.67 

TOTAL 
invader 167 130 171 84 10 6 3 7 0 33 0 19 1 1 0 3   

 
a Numbers followed by a * correspond to those families behaving significantly more (bolded numbers) or less (italicized numbers) as an invader (P = 0.05) as 
compared to what is expected in the case of random invasion (according to a chi-squared test for given probabilities with simulated P values). 
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Supplementary Table S9. Non-ribosomal peptide synthetases of Leptosphaeria maculans: gene 
location, orthologues, and putative function  

 
NRPSa 

 
SC 
locationb 

Nb of 
modules 
and size 
(aa) 

Closest matches % 
similarity 

Synteny with 
Phaeosphaeria 
nodorum 

Putative 
function 

Gene 
cluster 

Location 

SirP 13 
(1399536-
1391626) 

2 
2176 

Aspergillus fumigatus GliP-like 
XP_754329  
Neosartorya fischeri GliP2 XP_001263173  
A. fumigatus GliP2 EDP52461  

53.6 
53.1 
52.0 

No homolog Sirodesmin 
biosynthesis  

Yes GC-
equilibrated 
region 

maa1 5 (436833- 
440678) 

1  
1282 

Pyrenophora tritici-repentis EDU39885  
Cochliobolus heterostrophus NPS10 
AAX09992  
SNOG_07126 XP_001797479  

94.9 
94.5 
 
91.1 

Limited unknown No GC-
equilibrated 
region 

NPS1 12 
(681838-
685052) 

1  
1038 

Gibberella zeae XP_382427  
Penicillium chrysogenum CAP85555.1 
A. nidulans XP_662431  
Botryotinia fuckeliana XP_001548852  
SNOG_01846 XP_001792471  

76.1 
64.7 
62.2 
59.9 
48.5 

None unknown No AT-rich 
region 
upstream 

NPS2 10 
(271464-
253889) 

4  
5592 

C. heterostrophus NPS2 AAX09984  
SNOG_02134 XP_001792752  
Alternaria brassicicola NPS2 ABU42595  

68.1 
51.7 
25.7 

Limited Ferricrocin 
(intracellular 
siderophore) 
biosynthesis  

Yes AT-rich 
region 
upstream 

NPS3 9 (490591-
496848) 

1  
1579 

P. tritici-repentis EDU45320  
SNOG_03771 XP_001794318  
 

53.7 
53.7 
 

Yes unknown Yes Flanked by 
AT-rich 
region 

NPS4 0 
(3115396-
3137646) 

4  
7187 

A. brassicae NPS2 AAP78735 NRPS1 C. 
heterostrophus NPS4 AAX09986  
P. tritici-repentis EDU41238  
SNOG_14834 XP_001805009  

82.0 
80.0 
79.7 
77.2 

Limited Role in 
virulence ? 
HC-toxin 
synthetases 
(P. tritici 
repentis) 

No AT-rich 
region 
downstream 

NPS5 
 

0 
(1015484-
1021453) 

1  
1350 

SNOG_04863 XP_001795276  
Talaromyces stipitatus EED13476 
A. terreus XP_001212754  
SNOG_09488 XP_001799780 

72.0 
51.6 
15.6 
11.2 

Limited Unknown No Flanked by 
AT-rich 
region 

NPS6 7 (898191-
890963) 

1  
2122 

C. miyabeanus ABI51982 
C. heterostrophus NPS6 AAX09988 
SNOG_14368 XP_001804557 

73.8 
73.7 
73.9 

Yes Coprogen 
(extracellular 
siderophore) 
biosynthesis  

Yes In AT-rich 
region 

NPS7 9 
(1709321-
1712394) 

1  
971 

SNOG_03620 XP_001794175 
A. niger XP_001393822 
P.marneffei XP_002146735.1 

84.0 
52.0 
52.0 

Limited unknown Yes In AT-rich 
region 

NPS8 10 (21848-
3955) 

5  
5868 

SNOG_09081 XP_001799383 
A. nidulans XP_660149 
A. nidulans XP_681153 

52.1 
49.9 
51.6 

None Cyclic 
peptide/ 
phomalide 
biosynthesis? 

No Flanked by 
AT-rich 
region 

Lys2 4 (428379-
424738) 

1  
1179 

P. tritici-repentis  
SNOG_07784 XP_001798111 
A. nidulans XP_663214 

95.8 
93.5 
64.4 

Limited -
aminoadipate 
reductase 
(lysine 
biosynthesis) 

No GC-
equilibrated 
region 

NPS10 11 
(1553383- 
1550441) 

1  
981 

P.tritici-repentis XP_001931634 
Chaetomium globosum XP_001228818 
Podospora anserina XP_001903778 
P. tritici-repentis EDU40739 

94.0 
64.2 
60.1 
58.3 

No homolog Unknown Yes AT-rich 
region 
downstream 

NPS11 0 
(4083398-
4088008) 

1 
1256  

T. stipitatus EED16026.1 
G. zeae XP_383912 
N. fischeri XP_001263102 

76.0 
67.8 
61.5 

None Unknown ? In AT-rich 
region 

 a NRPS, non-ribosomal peptide synthetases 
b SuperContig (SC) number (note that in the sequence databases, ‘SCx’ is referred to as ‘lm_SuperContig_x_v2’) 
and location within the SC 
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Supplementary Table S10. Polyketide Synthases of Leptosphaeria maculans: gene location, 
orthologues, and putative function 
 
PKS a SC 

locationb 
Closest matches %  

similarity 
Phaeosphaeria 
nodorum 
match 

Type & putative 
function/product 
in other fungi 

Gene 
cluster 

PKS1 13 
(1417543-
1424481) 

Aspergillus flavus PksA 
AAS89999 
A. oryzae XP_001821511  
A. parasiticus Q12053 

67.5 
67.5 
67.3 

SNOG_08614 
46.2% 

Aflatoxin  Yes 

PKS2 0 
(988418–
996463) 

Phaeosphaeria nodorum 
XP_001795280 
Podospora anserina 
XP_001904919 
Alternaria solani BAD83684.1 

93.8 
71.3 
50.0 

SNOG_04868 Type I PKS 
Alternapyrone in 
Alternaria solani 

Yes 

PKS3 0 
(2503452-
2513155) 

Botryotinia fuckeliana 
AAR90244 
Chaetomium globosum 
XP_001226673 
Magnaporthe grisea XP_360215 

50.6 
50.5 
50.1 

SNOG_11066 
52.1% 

Type I PKS Yes 
 

PKS4 1 
(1511847–
1521828) 

A. solani BAE80697 
Cochliobolus heterostrophus 
AAR90264 
Pyrenophora tritici-repentis 
XP_001930443 

55.0 
55.1 
54.7 

None Type I PKS  
Phenolpthiocerol 
ppsA 

No 

PKS5 11 
(1300692-
1306965) 

Penicillium chrysogenum 
CAP95290 
P. tritici-repentis XP_001942484 
A. clavatus XP_001273596 

53.4 
51.8 
50.9 

None Type I PKS 
Lovastatin synthesis 

No 

PKS6 11 
(273779-
282201) 

Acremonium strictum CAN87161 
Coccidioides immitis 
XP_001243185 
A. niger XP_001393501 

65.6 
63.2 
59.5 

SNOG_06682 
47% 
 

Methylorcinaldehyde 
synthase 
Citrinin toxin 

No 

PKS7 12 
(88853-
96821) 

P. tritici-repentis XP_001937136 
A. clavatus XP_001270321 
P. anserina XP_00190896 

79.7 
55.9 
53.7 

SNOG_05791 
45.5% 

Phenolpthiocerol 
ppsA 
Alternapyrone  

Yes 

PKS8 14 
(1277125-
1284521) 

Gibberella zeae ABB90283  
Hypomyces subiculosus 
ACD39758 
H.subiculosus ACD39767 

60.0 
58.0 
58.0 

None Reducing PKS for 
hypothemycin 
 

No 

PKS9 14 
(1285013-
1290007) 

Pochonia chlamydosporia 
ACD39770 
G. zeae ABB90282 
H. subiculosus ACD39762 

24.4 
22.7 
22.9 

None Non-reducing PKS: 
Partial gene – only 
PP binding domain 
and thioesterase 
domain 

No 

PKS10 14 
(1410771-
1417375) 

Bipolaris oryzae BAD22832 
C. heterostrophus AAR90272 
Elsinoe fawcettii ABU63483 

91.8 
89.4 
75.5 

SNOG_11981 
89.2% 

Melanin  
Elsinochrome  

No 

PKS11 21 
(723403-
733783) 

P. tritici-repentis XP_001936632  
G. zeae XP_385970 
Sclerotinia sclerotiorum 
XP_001592682 

74.1 
65.7 
45.8 

SNOG_04868 
31.9% 

Type 1 PKS 
Mycocerosic acid  

Yes 

PKS12 0 
(348658-
356839) 

A. clavatus (Ace1) 
XP_001270543 
P. chrysogenum CAP74149 
Coccidioides immitis 
XP_001242733 

37.3 
37.2 
37.2 

SNOG_00308 
57% 

Ace1 homolog but 
lacks NRPS modules 

Yes 

a PKS, Polyketide Synthases 
b SuperContig (SC) number (note that in the sequence databases, ‘SCx’ is referred to as 
‘lm_SuperContig_x_v2’) and location within the SC 
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Supplementary Table S11. Favoured codon usage for Small Secreted Proteins located within AT-rich 
genomic regions 
 
Amino acid All predicted proteins a SSPs in borders b SSPs within AT-blocks c 

* TGA TGA TAA 
A GCC GCC GCT 
C TGC TGC TGC 
D GAC GAC GAT 
E GAG GAG GAA 
F TTC TTC TTC 
G GGC GGC GGC 
H CAC CAT CAT 
I ATC ATC ATT 
K AAG AAG AAA 
L CTC CTC CTT 
M ATG ATG ATG 
N AAC AAC AAC 
P CCC CCT CCT 
Q CAG CAG CAA 
R CGC CGC AGA 
S AGC TCT TCT 
T ACC ACC ACC 
V GTC GTC GTT 
W TGG TGG TGG 
Y TAC TAC TAT 
    
Number ending 
with G or C 

20 17 7 

 

a Favoured usage in all predicted proteins of the genome 
b Favoured usage in Small Secreted Protein (SSPs) located at the borders of AT-isochores 
c Favoured usage in SSPs located within AT-isochores 
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Supplementary Table S12. Amino acid favoured usage (% per protein) in different sets of predicted 
proteins of Leptosphaeria maculans compared to proteins referenced in SWISSPROT database 
 
 

Amino acid SWISSPROT 
All 
predicted 
proteinsa 

SSPs in GC-
blocks b 

Non-SSP in 
AT-blocks c 

SSPs in AT-
blocks d 

SSPs 
within AT- 
blocks e 

Alanine 8.14 8.83 9.91 8.53 8.26 8.90 
Cysteine 1.41 1.65 2.70 1.80 4.28 4.65 

Aspartic acid 5.41 5.13 4.18 5.32 3.40 3.51 
Glutamic acid 6.73 5.60 4.06 5.56 3.37 3.41 
Phenylalanine 3.87 3.50 3.92 3.74 4.17 4.60 

Glycine 7.04 6.97 7.87 6.63 6.28 6.03 
Histidine 2.28 2.75 2.21 2.77 2.88 2.50 

Isoleucine 5.92 4.65 4.60 4.88 4.83 4.86 
Lysine 5.88 4.83 3.90 4.67 3.73 4.47 

Leucine 9.67 8.59 9.67 8.84 10.76 10.61 
Methionine 2.40 2.51 2.52 2.44 3.02 2.75 
Asparagine 4.06 3.53 3.61 3.56 3.44 3.66 

Proline 4.77 6.38 6.44 5.89 5.59 5.38 
Glutamine 3.96 4.05 3.61 3.96 3.73 4.02 
Arginine 5.50 6.48 4.68 6.3 5.42 4.70 
Serine 6.66 8.21 8.44 8.22 8.24 7.35 

Threonine 5.36 6.24 7.01 6.33 6.44 7.05 
Valine 6.81 5.93 6.42 6.07 6.89 6.65 

Tryptophane 1.09 1.49 1.63 1.68 1.97 1.54 
Tyrosine 2.92 2.68 2.63 2.80 3.28 3.35 

 
a Favoured usage in all predicted proteins of the genome 
b Favoured usage in Small Secreted proteins (SSPs) located within GC-blocks 
c Favoured usage in other proteins encoded by genes located within AT-blocks 
d Favoured usage in SSPs whose genes are located in AT-blocks 
e Favoured usage in SSPs located within AT-blocks (excluding those located at the border between AT- and 
GC-blocks) 
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Supplementary Table S13. Summary statistics for the shotgun sequencing of Leptosphaeria maculans 
isolate v23.1.3 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a HC, high copy number; LC, low copy number; BAC, Bacterial Artificial Chromosome 

Average 
insert size Vector type a Number of 

reads 
Average 

trimmed read 
length (bp) 

Fraction paired 
(%) 

Genomic 
coverage 

3.3 kb HC plasmid 200,566 721 97.7 3.20x 

10 kb LC plasmid 255,592 697 96.5 3.95x 

79 kb BAC 11,703 535 94.8 0.14x 

42 kb BAC 10,603 586 97.5 0.14x 

39.8 kb Fosmid 57,105 657 84.0 0.88x 

Total  535,649 696 95.6 8.31x 
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Supplementary Table S14. cDNA libraries of Leptosphaeria maculans isolates generated and used 
here. 
 

Isolate Library 
namea 

No of 
ESTs  

Description 

BG 119 V8-grown mycelium (5’ sequencing) 

DT 313 Mycelium submitted to starvation stress 

RS0AAB 8355 Mycelium grown in oilseed rape-juice for 5 days and 8 hours 

RS0AAC 6628 Mycelium in V8 for 5 days and minimal medium for 8 hours 

IBCN18 
(M1) 
n = 15627 

RS0AAD 212 Conidia germinating in V8 juice for 28h 

EB 760 Mycelium in V8 juice  PL86 
n = 783 

EC 23 Brassica napus leaf tissue eight days post infection (dpi) 

RS0AAA 5’ 1644 
3’ 1224 Full-length-enriched mycelium grown for 48h in Fries liquid medium 

RS0AAE 3528 Conidia germinating in Fries liquid medium for 48 h (inserts < 1kb) 

RS0AAF 2934 Conidia germinating in Fries liquid medium for 48 h (inserts 1 to 2kb) 

RS0AAG 3644 Ungerminated conidia (V8 agar) (inserts up to 1kb) 

RS0AAH 3249 Ungerminated conidia (V8 agar) (inserts 1 to 2kb) 

RS0ABA 3686 Cotyledon-pathogen interaction 14 dpi (inserts 0.8 to 1.2kb) 

RS0ABB 3364 Cotyledon-pathogen interaction 14 dpi (insert 1.2 to 2kb) 

v23.1.3 
n = 25812 

RS0ABC 2539 Cotyledon-pathogen interaction 14 dpi (insert larger than 2kb) 
 
a BG, DT, EB, and EC series of sequences were retrieved from public databases; RS0A* sequences were 
sequenced by Genoscope (this study) 
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Supplementary Table S15. List of primers used for qRT-PCR experiments. 

Small Secreted Protein name Primers (5'-3') 
Lema_P052630.1 CACAAGCACCGACTTCTTGA 

 GGTAGCAGTGTCGCCAAAGT 
AT11_ext_SuperContig_13_13 TAATTGGCTACTGCGTGTCG 

 CGGTCCTTCTTCAGCTTCTG 
AT04_ext_SuperContig_20_18 CTTCATCCCCTCTCTCCTCA 

 CCAGCACCGCAGTCAGTAT 
Lema_uP119060.1 CTACTCTCGCCTTCGCCATA 

 TGTAGAGGATGGCACTACGC 
AT10_ext_SuperContig_10_G00134 GCCTTCTTTTCATGGCTACCT 

 AGGCACTGGCAATGAGTCTT 
Lema_uP065940.1 CGTTTCACTCTCCCTCTCGT 

 CAGATCATTGCTCGTCCAGA 
AT12_ext_SuperContig_14_3 GCCGTCGTAGTCGAAGTACC 

 CTCAGGAACGTAGCGGGAAT 
Lema_P033090.1 GCGGTGGTCTTATGGACCT 

 AGCACCAAGCTGACCTTTCA 
AT11_ext_SuperContig_12_8  CAACTACGGCAAATGTCCAA 

 GTCATATGGTGACCCCAAGC 
Lema_P049970.1 CGCTACTGGAAGGAAGTTGG 

 GCGAACGAGATGTCTCTCTGA 
Lema_P038280.1 CAATACCGGATCGATTACGC 

 CCCATTGACTTTGGTCCACT 
Lema_P087550.1 GCTATTGAGCGCTACCCTTG 

 ACTCGGCGTCGAAGTAGAAA 
Lema_P060170.1 TGCCCAGATCTTTTTCTTCG 

 GTTTCGCAAGCTGTTTCGTT 
Lema_P027000.1 GACCGTGCTGTTGTGTTCTG 

 TCGGTGTTTGTGATGATGGT 
Lema_P124480.1 CACCTTCAACCAGGAGGAGA 

 ACGGCAGTAGTTGGGAAGAG 
AvrLm1 GGCCAAAACAGCAGATAAT 

 AGGCCATAGCGTAGAAGGTA 
AvrLm6 AAACGGCACTATTACGAAAA 

 GATTAGGCGAGAAGCAAGT 
AvrLm4-7 GCCCTGCATAACTACCGAC 

 TCCTGGCCAAATATAACTCC 
LmCys1 GCCCGATTCCCTCAGTGCG 

 GTCATCTAACGCCTTTTCAA 
LmCys2 TCTACTGCCAGGACACAGAC 

 ATGAAGCGGAGAATGAGAAT 
LmCys3 TGACAGGGCACATAGGTTTG 

 TGAAGCGTGTGACTCTTTGG 
LmZat1 GGAATATCTGCCGTTGTAAG 

 GCACCCTCCTTCTTGTC 
Actin AGTGCGATGTCGATGTCAG 

 AAGAGCGGTGATTTCCTTCT 
-Tubulin AAGAACTCATCCTACTTCGA 

  TGAATAGCTCCTGAATGG 
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Supplementary Methods 
 
 
Phylogenetic analyses and divergence time estimates 

A taxon set containing representatives of most classes in Ascomycota was 

selected from the data matrices produced in two previous papers42,43, both available 

from TreeBASE. Published sequence data were concatenated from the small and 

large subunits of the nuclear ribosomal RNA genes (SSU, LSU) and three protein 

coding genes, namely the translation elongation factor-1 alpha (TEF1) and the 

largest and second largest subunits of RNA polymerase II (RPB1, RPB2) 

(Supplementary Table S1). Where required (protein coding genes), DNA was 

translated into amino acids and single gene alignments were merged with MAFFT 

v6.71360. The combined exclusion sets of both alignments were used to exclude 

variable regions. The resulting matrix consisted of 40 taxa with 2967 characters of 

which 10% was coded as missing or undetermined. Full details on the GenBank 

accessions used in this analysis are provided in Supplementary Table S1 and this 

alignment was submitted to TreeBASE. Phylogenetic analyses were performed using 

RAxML v. 7.0.444,61 applying unique model parameters for each gene and amino 

acid. The dataset was divided in 5 partitions as previously described43. For the DNA 

sequences a general time reversible model was applied with a proportion of invariant 

sites and discrete gamma distribution for four rate classes following procedures laid 

out previously43. The three protein sequences were individually subjected to model 

testing with ProtTest v.1.2.662 under the same criteria resulting in a choice of models 

for the following partitions: RPB1 WAG+I+G and RPB2 and TEF1 RTREV+I+G+F. A 

combined bootstrap and maximum likelihood (ML) tree search was performed in 

RAxML with 500 pseudo replicates. The resulting trees were exported and 
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manipulated (e.g., collapsing of nontarget clades such as Eurotiomycetes) in 

TreeDyn63.  

In order to produce temporal estimates of the major phylogenetic divergences 

of the Dothideomycetes, the best scoring ML tree obtained from RAxML was 

analysed in the program r8sv1.745 (Figure 1b). Following dates suggested in more 

comprehensive analyses64 the root of the tree was set to an age of 500 million years 

ago (MYA). Analyses were further constrained with minimum and maximum age 

constrictions based on dates presented in Lücking et al.64 and Sung et al.65, with the 

following ranges for a number of major nodes (crown Pezizomycotina, minimum age 

– 320 MYA, maximum age 400 MYA; base Pezizomycotina minimum age – 400 

MYA, maximum age 520 MYA; base Sordariomycetes minimum age – 290 MYA, 

maximum age 380 MYA; base Eurotiomycetes minimum age – 280 MYA, maximum 

age 330 MYA; crown Hypocreales minimum age – 155 MYA, maximum age 232 

MYA). The Langley-Fitch method and a truncated Newton method with bound 

constraints were applied following Taylor and Berbee66. A second analysis was 

performed under the same conditions with the root fixed to 650 MYA following the 

range in Lücking et al.64.  

 

Sequencing and assembly 

For whole-genome shotgun sequencing, DNA of isolate v23.1.3 was provided 

as plugs containing partly digested conidia21 (Supplementary Figure S1b). Conidia 

were collected from highly sporulating 12-day-old cultures67 in water containing 

0.05% Tween 80 and gently centrifuged at 5000 g for 20 min. The pellet was rinsed 

by suspension in water and centrifuged gently again, followed by recovery of the 

pellet in Tris/sorbitol/EDTA (TSE) buffer. The conidia suspension was adjusted to 

6x109 conidia ml-1 and maintained at 37°C before being mixed with an equal volume 
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of 2.5% low melting point agarose (SeaPlaque GTG, FMC) in TSE, also maintained 

at 37°C. The resultant plugs were then equilibrated  in EDTA (0.5M, pH 8.0) for 1 h at 

room temperature, then incubated for 20 h with pronase E (5.5 units ml-1; Sigma) in 

SDS/EDTA at 50°C. Plugs were rinsed four times in E DTA (0.5M, pH 8.0) at 50°C 

and then stored in EDTA (0.5M, pH 8.0) at 4°C until  used. 

In addition to genomic DNA, 1215 cDNA sequences available from public 

databases (Supplementary Table S14), cDNA libraries sequenced by Genoscope 

were made from mRNA from two isolates, v23.1.3 and an Australian isolate, IBCN18, 

grown under a range of conditions (Supplementary Table S14):  

(i) Mycelium submitted to starvation. Isolate IBCN18 was grown in still culture in 10% 

Campbell’s V8 juice for five days at 22oC then transferred to minimal medium68 

lacking carbon or nitrogen sources, and grown for an additional 8 h at 22oC. 

(ii) Mycelium grown in plant-derived culture medium. Isolate IBCN18 was grown in 

still culture in B. napus leaf extract (soluble extract after boiling 200 g of chopped B. 

napus leaves in water; pH 6.0) for 128 h at 22°C.  

(iii) Germinating conidia in complete medium. Isolate v23.1.3 was grown in Fries 

liquid medium for two days at 25° in flasks with sh aking at 100 rpm.  

(v) Ungerminated conidia of isolate v23.1.3 were frozen in liquid nitrogen.  

(vi) Cotyledons of B. napus were infected with conidia of isolate v23.1.3 as previously 

described67. Infected plant tissue was harvested 14 days post inoculation. 

For libraries i and ii, total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and 

mRNA was purified using the PolyA Tract® mRNA Isolation System (Promega). 

cDNA was then prepared and cloned into pDONR 222 using the CloneMiner cDNA 

library construction kit (Invitrogen). For libraries iii-vi, total RNA was extracted using 
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TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) according to Fudal et al.13 and cDNA libraries were 

constructed in plasmid pDNR-LIB using the Creator SMART cDNA Library 

Construction kit (Takara Bio Europe/Clontech, France). 42,222 ESTs sequences 

were obtained, resulting into 6190 unisequences mapped on the genome. 

For genomic DNA, the sequencing reads were assembled using Arachne47 

resulting in an assembly of total size of 45.12 Mb organized into 76 SuperContigs 

(SCs) with a N50 of 1.77 Mb. There were 1743 contigs constituting these 76 SCs 

(Table 1). Of the 76 SCs, eight sized from 3.6 kb to 236.1 kb contained only 

unassembled rDNA repeats and 28 sized from 3.6 to 35.4 kb were only made of 

mosaics of repeated elements, with no predicted coding sequences (total size = 244 

kb) (Supplementary Table S2). The mitochondrial genome was represented as a 

154.7 kb single SC, and four small SCs containing RNA or DNA polymerases which 

corresponded to linear plasmids such as the previously identified pLm9 and pLm1069 

(Supplementary Table S2). Excluding these, the final nuclear genome thus 

comprised 30 SC > 143 kb. Eight additional small SCs (less than 23 kb) 

corresponded to unassembled putative telomere portions, and another eight SCs 

corresponded to unassembled rDNA repeats (Supplementary Table S2). 

The assembly was validated and improved by joining SCs to make up whole 

chromosomes using a range of approaches: 

(i) exploitation of sequence data to generate single-copy genetic markers 

(minisatellites and microsatellites) to co-linearize the available genetic maps to the 

actual genome sequence70 (Figure 2d). Using Tandem Repeat Finder71 and the 

“FONZIE” pipeline72, 248 new microsatellites and 216 new polymorphic minisatellites 

were designed and mapped in reference genetic maps. A total of 234 micro- and 

minisatellites were mapped in the genetic map derived from a cross between isolates 
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a.2 and H570. Linkage between markers was analysed using Mapmaker/Exp 3.0 

software73 whereby data were analysed as a F2 backcross segregating population. 

Markers with log of the likelihood ratio (LOD) values of > 3.0, and maximum 

distances of 20 cM apart were defined as linked. Similarly, using the web-based 

program, WebSat74 248 microsatellites were mapped from crosses between 

Australian isolates IBCN18 and 691, and isolates 535 and 691. Linkage between 

markers was analysed using MapManager QTX software whereby data were 

analysed as a backcross segregating population. Markers with LOD scores of > 3.0 

and maximum distance of 30 cM were defined as linked. Apart from joining 

previously unassembled SCs (e.g., linkage of SCs 20, 21 and 23; Supplementary 

Table S2), this strategy also confirmed the assembly within SCs, and generally 

showed conservation of the order of markers between the physical map (i.e., the SC 

sequence) and the genetic map (Figure 2d); 

(ii) hybridisation of probes for single-copy genes or non-coding sequences specific to 

24 individual SCs to chromosomal DNA separated by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis 

allowing size comparison of SCs and the hybridized chromosome. Chromosomal 

DNA was electrophoresed, transferred to nylon membranes and hybridised as 

previously described75 (Supplementary Figure S1). To determine the organisation of 

ribosomal DNA (chromosomal location and arrangement of blocks of repeats), 

chromosomal DNA was digested with either Sal1 or Xho1 overnight, enzymes that 

cut outside the rDNA repeat, and electrophoresed as described in Howlett et al.23. 

Blots were probed with a fragment of 18S rDNA, or specific sequences from SC2 or 

SC19 that were PCR-amplified. 

 (iii) identification of telomere-specific repeats (see below),  
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(iv) mesosynteny with genomes of closely related Dothideomycete species 

(Supplementary Figure S2). Since some SCs of L. maculans represent incompletely 

assembled sub-regions of chromosomes, comparison with large scaffolds from a 

genome of a related fungus was used to predict which scaffolds resided on the same 

chromosome. Matching regions between the genomes of L. maculans and P. 

nodorum were identified via MUMmer76, using the promer algorithm. L. maculans 

SCs were defined as mesosyntenic (i.e., sharing the same chromosomal lineage) 

with P. nodorum scaffolds according to the percent of their sequence covered by 

matching regions. A binomial test was employed to determine if the level of percent 

coverage for a given pair of SC was significant: 
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Where x  =  percent coverage, 

n  =  100, 

p  = linkage probability 

The linkage probability (p) represented the chance that any pair of chromosomes 

from L. maculans and P. nodorum is mesosyntenic. This value was 1/(17x19) or 3.09 

x 10-3. Chromosome numbers estimated in L. maculans (excluding the 

minichromosome; Table 2) and P. nodorum77 were 17 and 19, respectively. Percent 

coverages were tested for SC pairs relative to the L. maculans SC and again relative 

to the P. nodorum SC. Pairs of SCs were predicted to be mesosyntenic when 

PMesosyntenic was  0.99 for either test and both sequences were greater than 5 kb in 

length.   

Using this suite of approaches, only two SCs, SC13 and SC17, remained 

unassembled and could not be assigned to chromosomes. In addition, the 
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assignment of a few reassembled chromosomes was dubious (Supplementary Table 

S2). A maximum number of 18 chromosomes was discriminated (Supplementary 

Figure S1); ten of these corresponded to single SCs following the Arachne assembly, 

which can thus be considered as a high-standard assembly. 

 

Leptosphaeria maculans genome annotation 

The EuGene prediction pipeline v. 3.5a48, which integrates several in silico (ab 

initio and similarity) data was used. Ab initio (intrinsic methods) gene finding software 

used were EuGene_IMM78, which exploits probabilistic models for discriminating 

coding from non-coding sequences, SpliceMachine79, for predicting Start and splicing 

sites, and the ab initio gene predictor Fgenesh 2.6 (www.softberry.com). Similarity 

methods such as BLASTn or GenomeThreader were used to compare genome data 

with ESTs of L. maculans, or of other fungi such as Botrytis cinerea and Sclerotinia 

sclerotiorum. BLASTx was performed against Uniprot and fungal protein databases. 

Information on location of transposable elements (TEs) was also provided to EuGene 

to avoid including TEs in coding exon prediction. The TE databank was provided by 

the REPET TE de novo pipeline (see below) and compared to predicted genes by 

RepeatMasker. All results were then gathered and integrated by EuGene to predict 

gene models.  

The three ab initio gene finders were firstly trained using a set of manually annotated 

genes: FgeneSH was trained by Softberry Cie, EuGene-IMM and SpliceMachine 

were trained at URGI using a set of 290 pairs of L. maculans full-coding cDNAs and 

their genome counterparts. One third of the set was used to train ab initio methods, 

one third for optimization of weighting parameters and the last set was used to 

evaluate the accuracy of EuGene to generate adequate gene models. The final 
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sensitivity of the integrator prediction was 93.4% and 83.5% (true positive / (true 

positive + false negative)) in the case of exons and genes, respectively. The 

specificity of the gene model generated was 93.8% and 83.5% (true negative / (true 

negative / false positive)) for exons and genes, respectively. 

The functional annotation pipeline was run using InterProScan49 version 4.4. It 

includes a set of different methods for pattern matching, motif and domain 

recognition against well known databases (i.e. SuperFamily, PFAM, Panther, 

SMART, PIR, Tigr, Prosite, PRODOM, Gene3D); it also runs automated assignation 

of Interpro entries and associated GO terms. The pipeline operates with its own 

version of databases, which can slightly differ from public releases. Interproscan has 

been used with default parameters for each program (Superfamily: evalue=1e-5; 

HMMPfam: evalue=1000; HMMPanther: evalue=1e-3; HMMSmart: evalue=0.01; 

HMMTigr: evalue=20; fprintscan: evalue=0.0001; Gene3D: evalue=59.5). Targeting 

detection and cellular localization (SignalP, TMHMM) were also launched through 

InterProScan. 

The genomic annotation system relies on the international open source project 

Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD; http://www.gmod.org/wiki) project: 

database (chado model), Gbrowse (visualization interface)80 and Apollo (editing 

interface)81 setup for the L. maculans genome project. The structural annotation 

database includes L. maculans genome sequences (SuperContigs and contigs) and 

features mapped on SC and contigs: gene predictions, proteins from Uniprot and 

local fungal protein databases, ESTs from L. maculans cDNA libraries (6190 mapped 

unisequences), predicted genes from P. nodorum, and repeats (TEs, SSRs, low-

complexity regions). In addition, 94 transfer RNA genes were predicted by 

tRNAscan-SE82 and are included in the Gbrowser. 
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 All these structural annotations are available at 

http://urgi.versailles.inra.fr/index.php/urgi/Species/Leptosphaeria.  

EuGene has generated 12,469 gene models > 100 bases (Supplementary 

Table S3). The gene models were separated into two subsets: one main set 

comprising 11,561 genes with coding sequence > 300 bases, or < 300 bases but with 

at least one EST evidence or domain/motif evidence (as provided by the 

InterProScan analysis); and a second subset of 908 more dubious genes with a 

coding sequence smaller than 300 bases and without any EST or domain/motif 

support. Genes in the second category such as those encoding small-secreted 

proteins (SSPs), often were inadequately predicted by EuGene, and necessitated an 

additional round of manual annotation. The InterProScan pipeline was launched on 

the 12,469 genes predicted by EuGene and showed domains and/or motifs for 

84.73% of genes; 52.75% of them have an InterProEntry with ontology associated 

(Supplementary Table S4).  

Orthologues of Neurospora crassa genes postulated to be involved in gene 

silencing were sought in the genome of L. maculans by the Best Reciprocal Hits 

(BRH) method and showed all but one of the orthologues involved in RIP, vegetative 

quelling (a post transcriptional gene silencing mechanism analogous to RNA 

interference) and Meiotic Silencing of unpaired DNA (MSUD) were present83,84 

(Supplementary Table S6). The only exception was the SAD-2 orthologue, essential 

for meiotic MSUD. The presence of these orthologues supports the idea that RIP and 

quelling are active in L. maculans. Quelling was previously described to be 

particularly efficient in L. maculans as a tool to silence endogenous genes13. The 

DIM-2 DNA methyltransferase85, the RID DNA methyltransferase-related protein86 
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and the HP1 homologue necessary for DNA methylation87 are present in L. maculans 

and are likely to be functional, since their catalytic domains are conserved.  

 

Repeat-induced point mutation analysis 

Repeat-induced point mutation (RIP) is a fungal-specific genome defence 

mechanism that alters the sequences of repetitive DNA. Repeated DNA sequences 

align between mating and meiosis and both sequences undergo C:G to T:A 

transitions. In most fungi these transitions preferentially affect CpA di-nucleotides 

thus altering the frequency of certain di-nucleotides in the affected sequences, and 

generally resulting in the generation of STOP codons, thereby inactivating duplicated 

coding genes. An easy way to identify RIP is to compare the ratios of pre- and post-

RIP di-nucleotides in putatively RIP-affected sequences using a series of RIP 

indices, initially identified in the model fungus N. crassa88. TpA/ApT is the simplest 

index and measures the frequency of TpA RIP products with correction for false 

positives due to AT-rich regions. Higher values of TpA/ApT indicate a higher degree 

of RIP. According to Galagan et al.88, TpA/ApT > 2.0 indicates sequences that are 

strongly degenerated and inactivated following RIP. The index 

(CpA+TpG)/(ApC+GpT) is similar in principle to TpA/ApT but measures the depletion 

of the RIP targets CpA and TpG. In this case lower values of (CpA+TpG)/(ApC+GpT) 

are indicative of a higher degree of RIP88. Such RIP indices were used to evaluate 

the RIP effect on genes or genome regions for which multiple alignments could not 

be generated. For example, in the case of RIP gradients at the borders between AT-

rich and GC-equilibrated blocks (see below), the borders were extracted manually 

following masking of TEs and a Python script which calculates %GC and length 

along with the two above-mentioned RIP indices in sliding windows was exploited 
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(Supplementary Fig. S4). The results were then displayed as graphics created by an 

R script. Otherwise, automated analysis of RIP in L. maculans genomic DNA repeats 

was performed using RIPCAL (http://www.sourceforge.net/projects/ripcal), a software 

tool that performs both RIP index and alignment-based analyses19 (Figure 3; 

Supplementary Figures S5, S10).  

 

Annotation and analysis of repeated elements 

Transposable Elements (TEs) consensuses were predicted “ab initio” in three 

consecutive steps: first, repeats were searched with BLASTER for an all-by-all 

BLASTn89 genome comparison. Second, the results were clustered by the three 

methods GROUPER90, RECON91, and PILER92 with default parameters. Third, one 

consensus per group was built with the MAP multiple sequence alignment program93 

and each consensus classified with (i) BLASTER matches, using TBLASTx and 

BLASTx89 against the entire Repbase Update databank50 and (ii) structural features 

such as terminal repeats (TIR, LTR, and polyA or SSR tails). For example, a 

consensus is classified as MITE if: (i) it carries TIRs; (ii) doesn't match via TBLASTx 

or BLASTx with known TEs; (iii) and the length without TIRs is less than 500 bp. 

Then the set of consensus TE sequences was analyzed by an all-by-all BLASTER 

procedure (parameters set at 95% identity threshold and 98% length threshold) to 

remove redundancies, i.e., when a consensus sequence is included into another. 

A total of 1850 consensus sequences representing ancestral copies of TE families 

was obtained. Of these, all SSR (single-sequence repeats) and unclassified TEs 

containing fewer than 10 sequences were removed, ending up with 472 consensus 

families. These sequences were clustered into groups for identification of TE families 

using the GROUPER clustering method, resulting in 15 groups. Each family was 
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identified assuming that the most populated, well characterized TE category in a 

group of consensus sequences can define the order of the TE family to whom it 

belongs. Forty-three families containing at least two TE consensus sequences were 

then manually curated using multiple sequence alignments and phylogenies. This 

close examination allowed confirmation of groupings and deciphering of specific 

features like chimeric TE families or sub-families. A final consensus was derived from 

each curated multiple alignment. Seventy four TE consensuses representing TE 

families showing less than 90% identity at the nucleotide level with other families 

were generated. The set of sequences from the original “confused” category was 

then clustered with the 74 TE families to eliminate “confused” sequences sharing 

more than 90% identity with one of the 74 families. A total of 199 “confused” TE 

families could not be removed in this way; thus a set of 134 TE consensuses had 

matches on the genome that were the input of the REPET annotation pipeline part 

(Supplementary Data S1). This pipeline is composed of the TE detection software 

BLASTER90, RepeatMasker94 and Censor95 and the satellite detection softwares 

RepeatMasker, TRF71 and Mreps96. The genome was segmented into 200 kb 

fragments overlapping by 10 kb, which were independently analyzed by the different 

programs. Simple repeats were used to filter out spurious hits. TE or repeat copies 

fewer than 20 bp after removing simple repeat regions were discarded. 

Since TEs often insert into other TEs causing fragmentation, a “long join” annotation 

procedure was performed, using age estimates of repeat fragments based on 

number of mutations not attributable to RIP to correctly identify fragments from the 

same repeat. The percent identity between a fragment and its reference TE/repeat 

consensus can be used to estimate the age of TE fragments. Consecutive fragments 

on both the genome and the same reference repeat consensus were automatically 
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joined (i) if the difference between their percent identities was less than 2% (the two 

fragments had approximately the same age) and (ii) if they were separated by a gap 

of less than 5000 bp and/or by a mismatch region of less than 500 nucleotides, or (iii) 

if there were nested repeats: the fragments were separated by a sequence of which 

more than 95% consisted of other repeat insertions, all inserts having a higher 

identity compared to their respective consensus. Fragments separated by more than 

100 kb were not joined. Finally nested repeats were split if inner repeat fragments 

were longer than outer joined fragments.  

The set of 134 TE consensuses was inspected visually for redundancy, taking into 

account the high level of nucleotide divergence introduced by RIP mutation 

(Supplementary Data S1, S2) and, whenever possible, “type” TE reconstructed by 

identification of bordering LTRs (including the canonical TGT-ATA/ACA borders of 

LTRs) and TIRs.  

All these steps led to the identification of only 21 TE families in the genome 

encompassing 9 LTR retrotransposons, 10 TIR DNA transposons (Table 4; 

Supplementary Data S1), one rDNA-specific LINE (Supplementary Figure S10) and 

one Penelope-like non-LTR retrotransposon, RPP_Circe (SuperFamily: Athena; 

Supplementary Figure S8)22. In addition, 11 “confused” and uncategorized repeats 

could not be related to any of the type TEs and only covered 160 kb (Supplementary 

Data S1). As is often the case in fungi, LTR retrotransposons largely predominated 

among TEs, representing 27.3% of the genome. However, this large prevalence was 

mostly due to only four TEs, three Gypsy retroelements, RLG_Olly, RLG_Polly and 

RLG_Rolly, each covering 2.24-3.06 Mb of the genome, and one Copia 

retrotransposon, RLC_Pholy, covering 3.10 Mb of the genome (Table 4). All the nine 

LTR elements, along with the DNA transposons DTM_Sahana and DTx_Gimli, were 
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subdivided into numerous subfamilies by REPET, corresponding to sequence 

variants of the type element, truncated copies, mosaics composed of only one TE or, 

more rarely, mosaics comprising parts of more than one element (Supplementary 

Data S1). Some of the components of these mosaics of TEs, such as one of the most 

common of the TE in the genome, RLG_Olly, had a predicted chromodomain97, 

which can be indicative of a genome invasion specifically targeted at TEs or TE-rich 

regions of the genome behaving as heterochromatin.  

All TEs, as well as telomeric repeats and part of the rDNA, were severely 

mutated by RIP with nucleotidic identity between members of a super-family as low 

as 60% (Figure 3, Supplementary Figure S5; Supplementary Data S1, S2). This 

contributed to the artificial splitting of type families into sub-families showing intense 

nucleotide polymorphism due to RIP. RIP degeneracy regarded not only mosaics of 

TEs in large AT-blocks but also AT-blocks corresponding to single TEs and even 

small-sized elements (e.g., DTx_Gimli) and remnants of TEs occurring within GC-

blocks. Very few TEs showed evidence of being still transcribed into mRNA and thus 

being still potentially active transposable elements: of 42,222 EST sequences, 19 

had significant hits with only 6 families of repeated elements, including the 

uncategorized telomeric repeats LmTelo1 and LmTelo2, encompassing helicase 

domains (Supplementary Data S2). However, none of these showed evidence of 

expression in mycelium or during plant infection. 

As a final step, type repeats were deRIPped using the RIPCAL pipeline (see 

above) to facilitate the annotation and categorization of TEs (Supplementary Data 

S2). For “deRIP” of TE families, an updated version of RIPCAL19 was used, including 

the Perl script “deripcal” (which predicts ancient pre-RIP sequences) and 

ripcal_summarise (which provides summary RIP statistics over a whole alignment). 
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DeRIP was performed as follows: repeat families were aligned with ClustalW298 

(window=50, ktuple=6, quicktree) and analysed for RIP with RIPCAL. The alignments 

were then compared to three model sequences (Supplementary Data S2): (i) highest 

total G+C count (RIP depletes G and C nucleotides, therefore highest G + C count 

should indicate the least RIP-mutated sequence). However, G+C count models may 

not represent the least RIP-affected sequence if there is a particularly long sequence 

among several short ones, and may not cover the total alignment length, rendering 

the deRIP uneven along the whole of the sequence; (ii) alignment consensus (most 

common base at alignment position, using degenerate nucleotide code for 

ambiguous base counts). Consensus models will not detect RIP mutation if RIP has 

saturated the alignment, i. e., all CpNs have been converted to TpNs at a particular 

alignment position. However consensus models will usually span the total alignment 

length, except where there is only 1 sequence; (iii) deRIP consensus (similar to 

consensus, however where CpN-->TpN mutations are detected within the alignment 

the consensus sequence is automatically set to CpN; this includes the reverse 

complement of CpN->TpN mutations) using “deripcal”. This is similar to the 

consensus method, however, where more than one type of CpN-->TpN mutation 

occurred at a particular alignment position, the most frequent type was used to 

generate the deRIP consensus. As with consensus models, this model also relies on 

RIP not having saturated the alignment.  

The TEannot consensus families and the deRIP consensus sequences generated 

were compared via BLAST to the NCBI NR protein database. However, since deRIP 

consensus sequences may contain some degenerate code, these could not be 

processed by BLASTn/BLASTx, thus were translated in six frames via virtual 

ribosome (reading through stops) and then compared via BLASTp. Both deRIP 
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consensus and TEannot consensus sequences were compared to the REPBASE 

database (version 13.12) via both BLASTn and tBLASTx. The 'strength' of BLAST 

hits to NR/REPBASE was compared by cross-referencing both datasets for both 

repeat class and hit name (Supplementary Data S2). All of these processes 

generated new, rebuilt consensus TEs for each family, usually these better matched 

functional protein sequences than the original consensus sequences did, and 

facilitated assignment to referenced families whenever RIP degeneracy was too 

intense for their identification (Supplementary Data S2). This was the case in 

particular for a LINE-1-like insertion in some copies of the rDNA units (Supplementary 

Figure S10; Supplementary Data S2). 

Dynamics and demography of TEs in the genome 

Analysis of dynamics of genome invasion by TEs was firstly based on 

phylogenetic analysis of each family of repeats, retracing the evolutionary history of 

each family regardless of truncation, insertion in other TEs and deletion events51. In 

such an approach, terminal fork branch length of one copy corresponds to an 

evolutionary distance used to estimate the age of the last transposition activity, 

assuming that each transposition event will generate copies independently submitted 

to mutation. The terminal branch distance corresponds to the number of substitutions 

per mutable positions and, assuming a suitable molecular clock is available, the tree 

of TE families can be used to date the dynamics and demography of TE invasion in 

the genome. The sequences were firstly aligned using REFALIGN from the REPET 

package, by doing a master-slave multiple alignment, using the consensus sequence 

as master to align TE copies. However, this approach was complicated by the high 

rate of mutation due to RIP, which was likely to lead to major biases in time 

estimates. To address this point, a Perl script was developed and used to eliminate 
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all possible RIPed dinucleotides in the alignments by replacing TA by NN. The 

resulting alignments were then used as an input in the PhyML program99, allowing 

phylogenies to be built from DNA sequences using maximum likelihood. A BIONJ 

distance-based tree is used as starting tree100. Topology, branch lengths, and rate 

parameters were optimised. The transition/transversion ratio default value was 4.0. 

The gamma distribution parameter is estimated by maximizing the likelihood of the 

phylogeny. Data sets were analyzed under the HKY85 evolution model101. Terminal 

forks branch lengths were extracted from these Newick files to calculate the age of 

the last transposition events of the copies in the genome sequences using a script 

called lTermForks51. This was done both with trees obtained from the complete 

alignment containing NN columns and in trees from alignments in which all columns 

containing Ns were deleted. However, in this latter case, only those alignments in 

which a minimum size of 200 resolved aligned nucleotides were analysed. Seventy 

or more sequences could be aligned for the following TEs: RLG_Dolly (148 

sequences), DTx_Gimli (70 sequences), RLG_Polly (422 sequences), DTF_Elwe (70 

sequences), RLG_Olly (488 sequences), RLC_Pholy (462 sequences), RLG_Rolly 

(288 sequences), RLx_Ayoly (76 sequences) and DTM_Sahana (106 sequences). 

For final graphical visualisation an R statistical package script with a kernel_density 

procedure was used. An R script was written to plot a histogram of the terminal fork 

branch length with kernel density estimate for each family (Figure 4b). Lastly the 

divergence values were converted in estimated divergence time using the 1.05 x 10-9 

nucleotide per site and per year substitution rate currently estimated for protein-

encoding genes in fungi53,102. The distribution of the values was displayed as a 

boxplot graph (Figure 4a). Using these approaches very low divergence rates for L. 
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maculans TEs, typically ranging between an average of 0.007 and 0.017 substitution 

per site per year were found (Figure 4). 

Dynamics of TE aggregation over time was also analysed by a visual and 

graphical analysis of nesting relationships between TEs. Following the long join 

annotation, mosaics of TEs were visualized using Artemis v. 12.0 

(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/Artemis/) in SC0-22. To avoid erroneous 

interpretations due to errors in assembly, TEs were considered nested if (i) an 

uninterrupted mosaic was present (i.e., those mosaics in which gaps in the 

sequences are present were excluded from the analysis), (ii) a continuous element 

could be rebuilt once invaders were omitted (i.e., the integration within another TE 

was not accompanied by deletions or sequence inversion of the invaded TE). Also 

(iii) portion of TEs (e.g., solo-LTRs) that could not be joined to form a complete 

element were not classified as invaders or invaded. Five hundred and seventeen 

mosaics were identified and a data matrix recording the number of integrations of 

one given TE family into another one (invader) and the number of cases where one 

given TE was recipient of an insertion from one or multiple other TEs (invaded TE) 

was generated (Supplementary Table S8). To evaluate whether the observed values 

differ from those expected in case of random integration, data were submitted to a 

Chi-squared test for given probabilities with simulated P values (based on 20,000 

replicates) as implemented in R.  

This analysis indicated that a major burst of transposition involving all major 

families of retrotransposons occurred simultaneously, and that only few waves of 

transposition occurred for these, as shown by the divergence time estimates (Figure 

4), the significant under-representation of self-nests (TEs invading a TE from the 

same family) for RLC_Pholy, RLG_Polly, RLG_Rolly and RLx_Jolly (Supplementary 
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Table S8) and the over representation of primary nesting relationships compared to 

more complex secondary or tertiary invasions. The scarcity of invaded DTM_Sahana, 

its low sequence divergence and its common occurrence as a single TE in the middle 

of GC-blocks indicates that DTM_Sahana expanded more recently than other TEs. 

Interestingly, these analyses show a large disequilibrium in source/sink relationships 

between retrotransposons and DNA-transposons. Whereas all retrotransposons are 

invaders or have been invaded to a similar extent, and DNA transposons such as 

DTF_Elwe, DTM_Sahana, DTx_Gimli, DTM_Ingwe are mostly invaded and rarely 

invaders (Supplementary Table S8). 

 

Identification of telomeres 

In most organisms, telomeres consist of short repeated motifs, and the 

sequences adjacent to the telomere repeats are often duplicated at multiple 

chromosome ends, thus defining a specific subtelomeric region30. The mining of the 

genome of L. maculans for annotated telomere-linked helicase, TTAGGGn telomeric 

repeats and the examination of extremities of SCs for the occurrence of TEs 

identified by REPET showed that telomeres are characterized by the alternation of 

three repeated elements specific to chromosome extremities; (i) RPP_Circe, a non-

LTR retrotransposon, separated by TTAGGGn and other SSRs, (ii) LmTelo1 and (ii) 

LmTelo2. Even though it was degenerated by RIP, RPP_Circe had a match to a 

reverse transcriptase, but not of the GIY-YIG endonuclease typical of Penelope 

elements. It thus was extremely similar to the Athena telomere-associated 

retroelements described in a series of Eukaryotes, including Basidiomycetes, but not 

Ascomycetes22. As described for other Athena elements, the 5’ part of RPP_Circe 

was telomere-oriented and capped with typical TTAGGG repeats, whereas its 3’ 
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ends contained more complex tandem repeats of which some were modified 

TTAGGG repeats (Supplementary Figure S8). LmTelo1 and LmTelo2 contained a 

predicted RecQ helicase (Supplementary Figure S8 for an analysis of type telomeres 

in L. maculans). The distal portion of telomeres is highly prone to truncation and 

probably poorly assembled and, whereas LmTelo1 and/or LmTelo2 are always 

present in the telomeric AT-rich region, the presence of the most distal element, 

RPP_Circe was much more variable. These three repeated elements were the core 

part of telomeres but they also occurred as truncated copies intermingled with 

various other TEs (Supplementary Figure S8).  

 

Chromosomal location and organization of ribosomal DNA  

We firstly reconstructed the complete sequence of the rDNA unit by identifying 

the SC containing rDNA repeats. Of these, the extremity of SC19 showed perfect 

matches (99.6% identity or more) with available Small Subunit (SSU), internal 

transcribed spacer 1 (ITS1), 5.8S, ITS2 and partial Large Subunit (LSU) sequences 

of L. maculans. The genomic region separating two repeats was postulated to be the 

missing LSU (as validated by BLAST against the nt database) and Intergenic Spacer 

(IGS) sequences. The final canonical rDNA copy was 7.8 kb in length with 45% GC 

content and encompassed the following: the SSU, sized 1798 bp, ITS1 sized 111 bp, 

the 5.8S sized 211 bp, ITS2 sized 148 bp, the LSU sized 3327 bp and the IGS sized 

approximately 2 kb (Figure 3). However, a standard sequence for the IGS was 

difficult to define due to the presence of variable-length short tandem repeats flanking 

almost every rDNA repeat, missing parts in most of the assembly and probable 

size/sequence variations from one repeat to the other. Using REPET, the rDNA 

repeats were identified mostly as “confused” TEs corresponding to fragments of the 
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rDNA unit. Both the canonical rDNA copy and the REPET outputs were used to mine 

the genome and indicated that nine other SCs contained parts of the rDNA. One 

hundred and seven complete and incomplete copies of 18S rDNA were present in 

the assembly which is within the range of the 56-225 copy number estimated 

previously23 but may be an underestimate, due to loss of perfectly matching copies in 

the course of the assembly. In addition, 50 complete copies of the transcription unit 

were identified in the whole assembly, with up to 16 tandem copies assembled in 

SCs only consisting of rDNA tandem repeats. In contrast to those in SC19, the 

matches showed between 85% and 88% sequence identity with the canonical unit.  

Southern hybridization of CHEF chromosomal blots with 18S rDNA and ORFs 

from SC2 and SC19 showed binding to a large unresolved chromosomal DNA band 

(>3.43 Mb). This suggested that rDNA is on a single or on two large chromosomes. 

To determine whether rDNA was in a single tandem array, chromosomal DNA was 

digested with either SalI or XhoI, enzymes that cut outside the rDNA repeat unit. Two 

large bands 1.05 and 0.61 Mb hybridized to an rDNA probe. The 1.05-Mb band 

hybridized to a single-copy sequence between the Xho1 site and the first rDNA unit 

on SC19, whilst the 0.61 band hybridized to a single copy sequence between the 

Xho1 site and the first rDNA unit on SC2. This shows that rDNA is arranged in two 

blocks of tandem repeats. Enzymes that cut once within the rDNA repeat unit, BamHI 

and HindIII, produced several bands, thus confirming size variation of the IGS as 

shown in Supplementary Figure S10. Sequence analysis of BAC ends showed that 

1.3% of the clones contained only rDNA repeats and 0.3% (ca. 3-x genome 

coverage) contained rDNA on one extremity, whereas the other consisted of diverse 

TEs. Interestingly, one third of the clones containing only rDNA showed sequence 

polymorphism indicative of RIP whereas a few BAC clones (corresponding to a 1.5-x 
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genome coverage) contained rDNA copies showing RIP degeneracy on one 

extremity but not the other. All of these data strongly suggest that the rDNA in 

v23.1.3 is organized as two arrays of tandem repeats located on either one or two 

large chromosomes. These arrays are flanked by mosaics of TEs, and one part of 

the array is protected from RIP whilst another part is affected by RIP mutations. 

Finally, some copies showed an additional level of degeneracy with the insertion of a 

7-kb RIPped LINE element in the 3’ part of the 28S rDNA gene (Supplementary 

Figure S10). This feature, reminiscent of what has been observed in some rDNA 

units of arthropods103 has to our knowledge never been described in fungal rDNA. 

 

Analysis of AT-rich genomic regions 

A sharp contrast between GC-equilibrated regions (henceforward GC-blocks) 

and AT-rich regions (henceforward AT-blocks) was evident using genome viewer 

tools such as Artemis (Figure 2c; Supplementary Figure S12). Sharp transitions 

between the blocks resulted in small-sized transition regions. AT-rich and GC-

equilibrated regions were manually extracted from each SC using Artemis. Two sets 

of location data were generated for each AT-block: one exclusively encompassing 

the AT-block stopping at the GC-content rise, and the second including the 

transitional regions between the AT-blocks and the GC-blocks (hereafter called 

“borders”).  

The sequences of the AT-blocks were then extracted using a Python script to 

generate a file containing (i) the name/number of the AT-block, (ii) the SC number in 

which it had been identified, (iii) the start and (iv) end positions on the SC. AT-blocks 

could be discriminated into three categories (i) telomeres, which are up to 93 kb 

(Supplementary Figure S8); (ii) large AT-blocks (216 sized 13-325 kb) 
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(Supplementary Figure S9), usually composed of mosaics of more or less truncated 

TEs. Previous sequencing and finishing of a large genomic region showed larger AT-

blocks (up to 450 kb)13, thus suggesting that very large AT-blocks may be poorly 

assembled, resulting in many unassembled smaller AT-rich SCs comprising only one 

AT-block (Supplementary Table S2); (iii) mid-sized AT-blocks (197 sized 1-13 kb) 

(Supplementary Figure S9), corresponding mostly to a single TE family member. 

Single-TE AT-blocks were mostly due to only two DNA transposons, DTM_Sahana 

(62.4% of the repeats occurring as single TE within GC-blocks) and DTF_Elwe 

(19.3% of the repeats occurring as a single TE within GC-blocks). TE content of AT- 

and GC-blocks was analyzed using the REPET pipeline (see above). Size 

distribution of AT-blocks, occurrence of AT-blocks on chromosomes and relationship 

between AT-block, TE content and chromosome length were calculated 

(Supplementary Figure S3). The number of AT-blocks was linearly correlated to the 

size of the SC (R2 = 0.87), as was the total size of the AT- blocks within a SC (R2 = 

0.77) (Supplementary Figure S3). In all cases, the transition between AT- and GC-

blocks was extremely abrupt (859 ± 385 bp) (Supplementary Table S7).  

Analysis of the distribution along the SC/chromosomes indicated clustering of 99.8% 

of the annotated repeat families within AT-blocks. TEs identified in GC-blocks only 

were small-sized portions of TEs (287 bp on average) or the small-sized DTx_Gimli. 

The total of 461 small TEs within GC-blocks comprised only 131.8 kb (0.2% of the 

genome). These portions of TEs showed a GC bias similar to that of larger TEs lying 

within AT-blocks (average GC% = 40%).  

Micro and minisatellites were systematically searched for along selected SCs 

(SC0, SC1, SC4, SC7, SCs14-16), mostly corresponding to complete chromosomes 

(Supplementary Fig. S1). These markers were exclusively found in GC-blocks and 
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their position along each SC recorded. Ninety-four micro- and minisatellite 

polymorphic markers between two parental isolates (a.2 and H5) of a cross 

described by Kuhn et al.70 were mapped in the random progeny. For each progeny 

the number of cross-over (CO) between two consecutive markers was calculated 

along each SC. The recombination frequency between two successive markers 

(number of progeny with one recombination event between the two markers/nb of 

isolates in the progeny) was calculated and plotted against the physical distance 

between the two markers.  

Two sets of data were compared: a set encompassing recombination frequencies 

between successive markers located within the same GC-block, and a set 

comprising the frequencies between two markers located on both sides of a single 

AT-block. When more than one AT-block or GC-block separated two successive 

markers, the recombination frequencies between them were excluded from the 

statistical analysis. Forty-one pairs of markers belonged to the same GC-block, and 

21 pairs corresponded to markers spanning one single AT-block. These datasets 

were subjected to an ANOVA and a non-parametric test (Mann-Whitney test) using 

XLStat, to compare recombination frequencies between and within GC-blocks. The 

recombination frequency differed significantly between these two groups of marker 

pairs (Supplementary Figure S7a), with a higher recombination frequency within GC-

blocks (F Fisher = 5.873, P=0.19). Within GC-blocks, the recombination frequency 

correlated significantly with the distance between the markers (Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient r=0.721, P<0.001), whereas the correlation was lower when the markers 

were located on both sides of an AT-block (r =0.574, P=0.007) (Supplementary 

Figure S7b). 
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The databank of TEs provided by the REPET pipeline (see above) was used 

to mask the TE content of AT-blocks using RepeatMasker, and thus specifically 

identify non-repeated genomic regions within AT-blocks. Gene prediction in masked 

AT-blocks firstly relied on FgeneSH and final EuGene prediction. However, these 

predictions were sometimes inaccurate, and in a number of cases, small putative 

ORFs were not predicted. For example, in the final set of 122 Small Secreted Protein 

(SSP)-encoding genes, 63 were not predicted by either EuGene, or FgeneSH alone. 

For a better identification of putative SSP-encoding genes, the EMBOSS:GETORF 

program was used with a size limit set at 600 amino acids (lower limit : 60 amino 

acids). In a second step, outputs of each predictor were compared to avoid 

redundancy. If a GETORF prediction was included or partly redundant with a 

EuGene/FgeneSH prediction, the former was discarded.  

The Gene Ontology (GO) project standardizes representation of gene and 

gene product attributes across species and databases. The project provides a 

controlled vocabulary of terms for describing gene product characteristics and gene 

product annotation data (http://www.geneontology.org/). The software Blast2GO104 

was chosen to annotate all predicted L. maculans ORFs with GO. The first step of 

the process was a BLAST against a chosen databank to get similarity with other 

known sequences. BLAST v. 2.2.21 has been performed on URGI cluster Sauron 

with all L. maculans predicted proteins (12,469) and the 498 non-SSP proteins 

present in AT-blocks (including border sequences) against "nr" version 16th october 

2009. SSPs occurring in AT-blocks were excluded from the analysis due to the low 

number of BLAST hits and association to GO terms. The second step was the 

mapping by querying a database with Gene Ontology, geneinfo, gene2accesion and 

PIR data. GO terms associated with a particular hit were transferred to the sequence. 
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Blast2GO mapped 12,455 resources for L. maculans proteins. When blast2GO 

performs mapping, it keeps the source of annotations and their associated Evidence 

Code (EC). Blast2GO implements an Annotation Rule (AR), which takes into account 

the source of the GO (Electronic or Manual Inference) for each GO mapped and 

modulates it with Blast Hit e-values. Annotation was firstly performed with BLAST, 

using default parameters provided by Blast2GO (Blast Threshold evalue=1.e-6, 

annotation.goweigth=5, annotation.cutoff=55 and default weights for each evidence 

code (IDA=1, IPI=1, IMP=1, IGI=1, IEP=1, EXP=1, ISS=0.8, ISO=0.8, ISA=0.8, 

ISM=0.8, IGC=0.7, RCA=0.9, TAS=0.9, NAS=0.8, IC=0.9, ND=0.8, IEA=0.7, NR=0)). 

Then annotation was expanded with “Annex”, which increased by 13.5% the number 

of annotations so that the mean of GO-level gains 0.05, and lastly with InterProScan 

v. 4.4 (runs performed on Sauron cluster). Interpro entries are often linked with one 

or several GO terms. According to Gotz et al.104, InterProScan results significantly 

increase annotations, especially in a de novo analysis. Here, this third annotation 

increased the number of annotations by 33.7% as compared to the BLAST + Annex 

annotation. In total, 5528 proteins (44.3% of the sequences) of the whole-genome set 

and 177 (35.5% of the sequences) of the AT-block set were annotated and compared 

for GO term occurrence (Supplementary Figure S11). 

 

Identification and characterization of clusters of genes encoding secondary 

metabolites 

The complete sequence, as well as adenylation domains of non-ribosomal 

peptide synthetase (NPS) genes from other filamentous fungi were blasted against 

the L. maculans genome and homologues were identified. Regions of the genome 

(minimum of 50 kb) with a NPS homologue were analysed by FgeneSH 
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(Softberry.com) and neighbouring genes were identified. Also entire SCs were 

analyzed using FgeneSH/Softberry. NPS and polyketide synthases (PKS) genes also 

were identified using domain searches in NCBI and the PKS/NRPS Analysis website 

(http://www.tigr.org/jravel/nrps/). Using these approaches 13 NPS genes were 

identified, including the previously identified ones SirP, involved in sirodesmin 

biosynthesis105, maa1, and NPS9, a gene with high sequence similarity to Lys2 of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae106 (Supplementary Table S9). Twelve PKS genes were 

identified, including PKS1, which is located close to the sirodesmin gene cluster and 

PKS12, the orthologue of Aspergillus clavatus Ace1 (Supplementary Table S10). 

This latter PKS, unlike that in Magnaporthe grisea and P. nodorum, lacks a NPS 

module. Seven of the 12 PKSs had close matches to PKSs in P. nodorum. Only five 

of the NPS genes had multiple modules while the remaining eight were 

monomodular. Four of the monomodular proteins had a condensation domain as the 

last predicted domain, while reductase and thioesterase domains were predicted for 

two each of the other NPS genes. Domains were also analysed in the PKS genes. 

NCBI BLAST searches identified orthologues of the NRPS and PKS genes. The 

percentage of similarity between orthologue pairs was determined via NEEDLE107 

(Supplementary Table S9). These results were then used to suggest putative 

functions for the individual L. maculans genes (Supplementary Tables S9, S10). 

NPS2 and NPS6 had close matches to siderophore genes108-110. Based on the 

expected number of domains and predicted matches of adenylation domains, NPS8 

may be involved in biosynthesis of the depsipeptide, phomalide, postulated to be a 

host-selective toxin111. Functions for the other NPS genes could not be proposed. 

Sequence (~50 kb) surrounding each NPS gene was analyzed for gene 

content using FgeneSH. The function of predicted proteins was determined by 
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blasting them against the NCBI database. Classes of proteins with roles in the 

biosynthesis of secondary metabolites (cytochrome P450 monooxygenases, 

methyltransferases, prenyl transferases, transmembrane transporters and 

transcription factors) were sought. On this basis, eight of the 13 NPS genes were 

predicted to be part of gene clusters (Supplementary Table S9), including SirP, part 

of the sirodesmin biosynthetic cluster. The best matches of genes flanking NPS2 and 

NPS6 supported the hypothesis that these were part of siderophore gene clusters108-

110. Similarly, best matches of genes flanking NPS8 (an aldoketoreductase), 

suggested its product may be phomalide. NPS3 and NPS7 were in clusters, but their 

products cannot be predicted. The NRPS4 gene had ATP Binding Cassette (ABC) 

transporter and Multi Facilitator Superfamily (MFS) transporter genes nearby but best 

matches of the remaining genes have no predicted roles in secondary metabolism. 

Likewise, NPS1 has an MFS transporter gene immediately upstream; however, 

surrounding genes have no known roles in secondary metabolism. While NPS5 is 

surrounded by genes of unknown function, about 15 kb downstream from it is a 

predicted PKS gene (PKS2) whose end product cannot be predicted. The NPS9 and 

maa1 genes are surrounded by genes, but not of the classes described above. 

Of the 13 L. maculans NPSs, ten are located in or close to AT-blocks, whilst 

three (including lys2 involved in lysine biosynthesis) are in GC-blocks (Figure 2b; 

Supplementary Tables S9, S10; Supplementary Figure S12). Some of these NPSs in 

AT-rich regions are sub-telomeric (NPS7, NPS10, NPS11), as are secondary 

metabolite gene clusters in other ascomycetes112,113. In contrast, the nine NPSs of P. 

nodorum are not located in AT-rich regions; for instance, NPS7 is in an AT-repetitive 

rich, sub-telomeric region in L. maculans, but is not associated with any repetitive 

elements in P. nodorum. An exception is NPS5, which is flanked by repetitive 
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elements in both species. All L. maculans NPSs had either EST support or were 

transcribed in complete media, as shown by RT-PCR. Monomodular NRPSs 

including lys2 have more ancient origins and more conserved domain architectures 

than most multimodular NPSs. They also are predicted to play more pivotal roles in 

cellular metabolism than products of multimodular NPSs. In contrast, multimodular 

subfamilies of NPSs are of more recent origin, are restricted to fungi, are more 

variable, and biosynthesise metabolites that perform more niche-specific functions 

than monomodular NPS products114. Whereas the location of the monomodular lys2 

or maa1 within a GC-block is consistent with their being protected from 

hypermutation due to RIP, this is not the case for the conserved monomodular NPS7 

(Supplementary Table S9) and poses questions about the influence of genome 

environment on evolution of NPS genes in L. maculans.  

L. maculans has fewer PKSs (12) than P. nodorum (19) or C. heterostrophus 

(24)55. Several PKS are organized into gene clusters (Supplementary Table S10), but 

few polyketide-derived molecules have been described in L. maculans so little is 

known about their products. Like the NPS, several of the PKS are located in or close 

to AT-rich regions, some of which are sub-telomeric (e. g., PKS4, PKS6, PKS7, 

PKS10). 

 

Synteny between L. maculans and related Dothideomycetes in the AT-block 

surroundings  

Predicted proteins of L. maculans were reciprocally blasted against the 

predicted proteins of P. nodorum. Best reciprocal hits (BRH) genes flanking an AT-

block (one in 5', one in 3') in L. maculans were extracted and the two closest BRH in 

P. nodorum were identified. The distance between each pair of genes and the ratio of 
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the lengths were calculated in both organisms (Figure 1a; Supplementary Data S3). 

Two hundred and fifteen pairs of genes separated by an AT-block were identified in 

L. maculans with an orthologous pair of genes in P. nodorum (Supplementary Data 

S3). In 29% of the cases, the pair of genes of P. nodorum was located on different 

SuperContigs and could not be analysed. In 48% of the remaining cases, the 

intergenic distance between the pair of orthologues in P. nodorum was less than 10 

kb (average 4 kb) and contained 0 to 3 genes (average = 0.9). The corresponding 

pair of genes in L. maculans was separated by AT-blocks sized 4.4-213 kb (average 

30 kb) and contained 0-6 genes (average 2) (Figure 1a; Supplementary Data S3). In 

addition, in 31 cases, consecutive genes in P. nodorum were separated by an AT-

block in L. maculans with an average enrichment of 2 genes in L. maculans 

compared to P. nodorum (Supplementary Data S3). In contrast, the 80 cases where 

the pair of P. nodorum orthologues was separated by more than 10 kb usually 

represented large breaks in synteny, with an average of 189 genes present in the 

interval (Supplementary Data S3). To validate the lack of large TE-rich regions in 

related species, the pair of orthologues was then investigated in two other species of 

the suborder Pleosporineae, C. heterostrophus and P. tritici-repentis. 

 
Identification and features of Small Secreted Proteins (SSPs) 

To define whether a protein can be considered as a putative SSP, a pipeline 

using different prediction programs was written in Python. The predicted protein was 

firstly screened according to its size with a length limit set at 330 amino acids (lower 

limit: 30 amino acids). Each putative protein was then submitted to a signal peptide 

prediction program, SignalP 3.0 (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/SignalP/; set for 

eukaryotes), a target location prediction program, TargetP (using non-plant networks, 

including cleavage site prediction), and a transmembrane domain prediction 
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program, TMHMM. A predicted protein was considered as a putative SSP if both 

methods of SignalP (Neural Networks and Hidden Markov Model) were consistent, if 

TargetTP located it in the secretory pathway, and if TMHMM predicted 0 or 1 

transmembrane domains. In this latter case, the transmembrane domain had to be 

included in the signal peptide. 

For structural comparison purposes, the following sets of genes encoding SSPs were 

constructed: (i) SSPs in GC-blocks containing 529 genes; (ii) SSPs in AT-blocks 

containing 122 predicted genes and further sub-divided in SSPs located at the 

borders (65 predicted genes) and SSPs within AT-blocks (57 predicted genes); (iii) 

genes encoding other proteins (non-SSPs) in AT-blocks (498 predicted genes) and 

further sub-divided in non-SSPs located at the borders (91 predicted genes) and non-

SSPs within AT-blocks (407 predicted genes); (iv) genes encoding other proteins 

(non-SSPs) in GC-blocks (11,394 predicted genes) and (v) all 12,469 genes 

predicted by EuGene in the genome (Table 3; Supplementary Data S4, S5).  

Base composition of the genes encoding SSPs (percent of each base in the 

sequence, GC content and GC3 content) and amino acid count of the SSPs (as % of 

each amino acid in the protein) were calculated by custom Python scripts. Statistical 

bias in amino acid occurrence was evaluated by an F-test to determine if the 

variances were equal in both sets, followed by a Student t test (95% confidence 

level) to compare the mean use of each amino acid in each set of predicted proteins 

(Supplementary Table S12).  

RIP indices were calculated for each set of genes, compared using the non 

parametric Mann-Whitney test as implemented in ExcelStat v.2010.3.02, and the 

distribution of the values was displayed as a boxplot graph (Supplementary Figure 

S15). TpA/ApT indices were significantly higher (P < 0.0001) for all genes located 
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within AT-blocks as compared to those located within GC-blocks (Table 3; 

Supplementary Figure S15). Similarly, TpA/ApT indices were significantly higher (P < 

0.0001) for SSP-encoding genes located within AT-blocks as compared to SSP-

encoding genes located in GC-blocks (Table 3; Supplementary Figure S15). In 

contrast SSP and other genes in AT-blocks did not show significantly different 

TpA/ApT indices (P = 0.704, Table 3; Supplementary Figure S15). 

Biases in codon usage were evaluated using EMBOSS:CHIPS. The proportion 

of usage of a given codon among the set of codons that code for this codon’s amino 

acid was calculated for each set of predicted proteins. The Relative Synonymous 

Codon Usage (RSCU) was then calculated by dividing the fraction of a codon 

corresponding to an amino acid by the number of synonymous codons. For a given 

amino acid, the codon with the highest RSCU value was determined as being the 

preferential codon (Supplementary Table S11). Whereas biases in codon usage were 

observed, this only had limited consequences on amino acid usage with only four 

amino acids showing significant differences when comparing the set of SSPs in AT-

blocks with other predicted proteins or SSPs in GC-blocks: two, C and F were more 

common, and two, D and E, were less commonly used. In addition, all SSPs, 

whatever the genome location of their encoding gene, were depleted in K and R as 

compared to other predicted proteins in the genome (Supplementary Table S12). 

Presence and identity of TEs in the vicinity of SSPs (up to 5000 bp) was 

sought using a Python script, and validated by visual inspection. A Chi-squared test 

for given probabilities with simulated values (20,000 replicates) as implemented in R 

was performed to test random association of SSPs in AT-blocks with specific TEs. 

The analysis revealed that this null hypothesis should be rejected (Chi-squared = 

232.1, P < 0.0001). One of the most common retrotransposon in the genome, 
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RLG_Polly, was significantly under-represented in the vicinity of SSPs 

(Supplementary Figure S13). In contrast, three TEs were significantly over-

represented in the proximity of SSPs: an uncharacterized minor retrotransposon, 

RLx_Ayoly, and two DNA transposons, DTF_Elwe and DTx_Gimli (Supplementary 

Figure S13). 

Multigene families of SSPs were sought within the predicted proteins of the 

genome by PSI-BLAST with variable E-value cut-off and iteration numbers. Output 

was analysed by a Python script and families built with the following criteria: 

coverage > 75% of the query's length, and percentage of similarity > 20%. Putative 

functions were investigated by additional BLAST searches against the NR database.  

Oomycete phytopathogens produce a wide variety of effectors that are 

delivered within the plant cell using translocation signals composed of an RXLR motif 

and a nearby acidic motif, dEER9. The fungal effectors known to date contain no 

obvious RXLR or dEER motifs, but an experimental analysis of the range of residues 

within the RXLR motif revealed that lysine (K) or histidine (H) but not glutamine (Q) 

could replace the arginine at position 1 in the motif, that any large hydrophobic 

residue (isoleucine, I; methionine, M; phenylalanine, F; tyrosine, Y) could replace the 

leucine (L) at position 3, albeit with varying efficiencies, but valine (V) and alanine (A) 

could not. At position 4, K, Q and G allowed function. Furthermore, the presence of 

either an L or M residue at position 2 could substitute for a large hydrophobic residue 

at position 3115. Interestingly, L. maculans AvrLm6 possesses two such putative 

translocation motifs in its N terminus (RTLK and RYWT), of which the RYWT, but not 

the RTLK was found to be functional26. A Python script to identify putative 

translocation motifs in L. maculans SSPs was deployed. The pipeline encompassed 

six steps, and its final output is a 0-5 score; the lower the score, the higher the 
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probability of an RxLR-like motif. Step 1 is harmonisation of the cleavage position of 

the signal peptide when SignalP3.0 and TMHMM did not agree on its location (in this 

case a + 0.5 penalty was applied), step 2 is the search for motifs using 

EMBOSS:Fuzzpro (<[RKH] X [LMIFYW] X> or <[RKH] [LMIFYW] X [RKH]>). This 

created a set of protein sequences including the motifs and their location from the 

start of the sequence, of which motifs identified in the signal peptide were excluded. 

Score increases were + 4.0 (with exclusion from subsequent steps) if no motif was 

found, and + 2.0 if one or more motifs were found. The third step analysed the 

location of the motif within the protein with a + 2.0 penalty if (i) motifs were located 

within the first 10 amino acids or (ii) if they were farther away than the first 100 amino 

acids, or (iii) they are located within the last 20% of the amino acids of the protein. 

The fourth step analysed the composition of the motifs with scores decreased by 0.5 

if there was a [LMIFYW] motif at positions 2 or 3 of the four-amino acid motif, and 

also decreased by 0.5 if there was a [RKH] motif at positions 2 or 4. The fifth step 

evaluated the distance between motifs when more than one was present: a 

decreased score of 0.2 was applied if the two motifs were separated by 1-10 amino 

acids. The sixth step evaluated the distance of the motif from the C-terminus. A +0.5 

penalty was applied if the motif was within the 20 last amino acids of the protein 

(which was redundant with step 3 for proteins smaller than 100 AA) (Supplementary 

Data S4). 

Since avirulence genes of L. maculans evolve mainly via deletion when 

submitted to selection pressure by extensive sowing of Brassica cultivars with 

particular resistance genes39,41, presence/absence PCR-based assays were used to 

determine the dispensability of SSP-encoding genes in a wide sample of 1043 

isolates collected world-wide116. Of 36 predicted SSP-encoding genes analysed (all 
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located within AT-blocks), 44.5% showed a presence/absence polymorphism with 

wide variation in the number of polymorphic SSPs from one population to the other 

(A. Dilmaghani, unpublished data).  

 

Whole-genome oligoarray and QRT-PCR analyses of expression of genes 

encoding SSPs 

The L. maculans whole-genome expression array was manufactured by 

NimbleGen Systems Limited (Madison, WI). It contains fourteen independent, non-

identical, 60-mer probes per gene model, each being duplicated on the array. The 

considered gene models were 12,396 EuGene-predicted gene models, 63 SSP-

encoding genes not included in the EuGene gene models, 1316 clustered ESTs that 

did not match the gene models, 8651 random 60-mer control probes and labelling 

controls. Total RNA was extracted from mycelia grown during one week in Fries 

liquid medium and from oilseed rape-infected leaves (7 and 14 days post 

inoculation), using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. Total RNA was treated with DNase I RNase-Free (New England Biolabs). 

Total RNA preparations (three biological replicates for each sample) were amplified 

by NimbleGen using the SMART PCR cDNA Synthesis Kit (Invitrogen) according to 

the manufacturer’s instructions. Single dye labeling of samples, hybridization 

procedures, data acquisition, background correction and normalization were 

performed at the NimbleGen facilities (NimbleGen Systems, Reykjavik, Iceland) 

following their standard protocol117,118. Average expression levels were calculated for 

each gene from the independent probes on the array and were further analysed.  

Gene-normalized data were subjected to Analysis of NimbleGen Array Interface 

Suite119 (ANAIS; http://anais.versailles.inra.fr). ANAIS performs an ANOVA test on 
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log-10 transformed data to identify statistically differentially expressed genes. This 

test uses the observed variance of gene measurements across the three replicated 

experiments. To deal with multiple testings, the ANOVA P-values are further 

subjected to the Bonferroni correction. Transcripts with a P-value lower than 0.05 and 

more than 1.5 change in transcript level were considered as significantly differentially 

expressed during infection compared to mycelial growth. 

To estimate the signal-to-noise threshold (signal background), ANAIS calculates the 

median of the intensity of all of the random probes present on the microarray, and 

provides adjustable cut-off levels relative to that value. Gene models with an 

expression higher than three-times the median of random probe intensities in at least 

two of three biological replicates were considered as transcribed. Among the 13,779 

gene models and ESTs included in the oligoarray, 11,687 (84.8%, corresponding to 

84.4% of the EuGene-predicted gene models, 51.0% of the additional SSP-encoding 

genes and to 90.8% of the clustered ESTs not matching with the gene models) were 

expressed above background level in at least one of the analysed conditions. Taking 

into account transcriptomic, proteomic and EST support, the existence of 84.8% of 

the gene models was validated (Table 3). It suggests other gene models will be 

validated when analysing other biological conditions and developmental stages, such 

as dormant conidia (with a few cases of EST evidence for SSPs in the absence of 

transcriptomic evidence; Supplementary Data S4), development of fruiting bodies, 

late stages of plant infection or saprophytic life. From the 643 SSP-encoding genes 

represented in the oligoarray, 464 (70.2 %) were expressed above background level 

in at least one of the conditions (Supplementary Data S4). SSP-encoding genes 

located within AT-blocks were specifically or highly expressed during the primary 

plant infection, as already found for AvrLm1, AvrLm4-7 or AvrLm615, and could play 
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the role of effectors at this stage of infection. Whether their expression is controlled 

by a common transcription factor or by their particular genomic location is an 

intriguing question. 

Primers for qRT-PCR experiments were designed for 22 of the genes 

encoding for SSPs, previously shown as being expressed in at least one of the 

conditions tested and located either in GC-blocks (4 genes), AT-blocks (13 genes) or 

in the bordering zones between the two (5 genes) (Supplementary Table S15). Total 

RNA prepared for oligoarray experiments was used and extraction of total RNA from 

infected leaves 3 days post inoculation was also performed. All samples, either 

mycelia or infected plant tissues, were adjusted to 4 µg of RNA and single-strand 

cDNA was generated using oligo-dT-primed reverse transcription (RT) with 

PrimeScript Reverse Transcriptase (Clontech, CA) according to the manufacturer’s 

protocol. For each condition tested, three RNA extractions from different biological 

samples were performed and two technical repeats were analyzed. Water was used 

as a negative control. qRT-PCR was performed using 7700 real-time PCR equipment 

(Applied Biosystems) and ABsolute SYBR Green ROX dUTP Mix (ABgene, 

Courtaboeuf, France), as previously described13. Ct values were analyzed as 

described by Muller et al.120 for expression kinetic analysis. β-tubulin was used as a 

constitutive reference gene (Supplementary Figure S14).  

 

Proteomics and secretomics 

To validate predicted secretion signals, mycelia and filtrates of seven-day old 

cultures of isolate v23.1.3 grown in liquid V-8 medium were subjected to proteomic 

analyses, using liquid-phase isoelectric focusing prior to high-resolution 2-D 

electrophoresis and shotgun proteomics (1-DE followed by liquid chromatography-
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mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS))121. Up to approximately 2000 2-D spots were 

resolved in the culture filtrate (secretome) and MS identified major secretome 

markers such as endopolygalacturonases, β-glucanosyltransferases, pectate lyases 

and endoglucanases. Shotgun proteomic experiments showed the enrichment of 

secreted proteins within the culture filtrate with 83% of the proteins containing a 

predicted signal peptide, as expected121. These data were reanalysed to identify 

SSPs that could be identified in the L. maculans secretome (Supplementary Data 

S4). Thirty-nine SSP were found in the secretome of which only two were from AT-

blocks borders and none from within AT-blocks (Supplementary Data S4). The 

scarcity of SSP from AT-blocks in the secretome of in vitro grown mycelia is 

consistent with transcriptomics and qRT-PCR data indicating overexpression in 

planta but low or no expression in axenic culture. 
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